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Telephone registration policy adopted Computer theft still a
Dawn Sharp
Staff Writer

Beginning with the October pre-registration for the 1994 Winter tenn,
UMR will provide students with online registration access to the Student
Infonnation System (SIS). With the
new registration system, students will
be able to choose the open section of a
course that best fits their scheduling
needs, rather than being sectioned by
the University computer. A Touch
Tone/Voice Response (TT/VR) systern will provide on-line access to
registration from any tOllch tone telephone, regardless of the location. The
TT/VR system will be available from
7 a.m. until 8:30 p.m. during the week
and from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
Advising is a UMR requirement
for degree-seeking students. A tenn
password, available from your academic adviser, will be required when
accessing the TT/VR system. The
term password is unique to each tenn
and for each student and ensures that

the student has met with his/her academic adviser prior to scheduling
classes. When you call TT/VR system
it will ask you for your password,
which is given by your adviser, then it
will ask you fOfYour personal identification number (PIN) which you will
decide for yourself. The password and
the PIN will give the student added securi ty to their records .
The Thursday before advisory
week, the student will need to pick up
their schedule of classes and their biographical data sheet: This sheet will
include your address and personal
data. It will also include your appointment date. You must then make an
appointment to meet with your advisor
before that date to get your password.
If all sections of a course are
closed, students are encouraged to
register for an alternate course approved by the adviser. New with the
TT/VR system, students will be able to
place their name on a wait list for
space in a course, if wait iisting is
approved by the teaching department.
Wait listed students have no assurance
of eventual registration in a course, so
it should be used as a last resort. Wait
lists will allow the University to realize that you want that class and when
an opening appears the student will be

The St~ ·. Pat's Board
Greg Kuntz
Staff Writer

Ever since:'~~ SJ.j).a~'s. B·~ard had
as a campus
organization withdrawn .and was subsequently placed as a ~o/lUllitte~ under
the jUrisdiction 'of 'Student Council:
there has been a,~igllificant amount of
opposition from members of
UMR
student body, 'leviously, theSt. Pat's
Board was wi '9ff.iciaUy recognized
campus organii!ition .whicho~rated
independ~i1tIYP'f-,§~d~n( Co~~i1 or
any othergov~UUngbOdy.Then, ;uter

.

lis official recqgnition

!he

~~-~

:91c;t

not ified by mail from the Registar's
Office. Wait lists will be provided to
the facu lty along with classrolls on the
first day of class. This will allow
professors to realize the demand of the
class. Students on wait lists must attend the first class meeting and submit
a nonnal add slip to the Registrar's
Office, if access is approved by the
instructor. Students cannot wait list a
section of a course and register in a
different section of the same course.
Students that delay registration
until January will have the lowest
ranking on the wait lists!
When students do not pay their
tuition fees, their classes will be given
to the students on the wait list. The
wait list will be maintained all the way
up to the first day of class.
Dr. Parry, registar, stated that he
felt the wait list was "bodily important
to make this work. It will make the
student become more organized."
If a student wishes to add or drop a
course, it will be handled in the same
matter as they are today with add/drop
slips from the registar's office.
Pass/fail classes must be registered by the old system, through the
registar's office,

see Phone, page 15
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Doug Sobery

Computers all over campus are being,vandalized and parts
stolen at the students expense.

Ian Rozdilsky
Staff Writer

legend~ die hard

This prompted thee J'!.9.~fial Affairs bration. There!lsQn.why~ll these past
office to withdraY/i.here~bgnition of '.' deci;ionsti~~e come under scru tiny
the St.,Pat's Board asiul.<?f{lcial UM.R recently. is the ,~esult of ,a'survey, of
UMR studel),t;; i~at .was ,tpmpiied ,by
organizat,ion. "
point; 'the. administptiori, theSiuden:tCouncjl. .In,this sU,rvty,
At
headed by Chancel19rJ0~ Pafk, laid whe~ asked wheiher th~y prCfeITcd the '
out three options on ~ow to deal with St. Pat's Committee in StudentCounihe St. Pat's celebration. One option cil or as an independent organization,
was to drop the celebration altogether. 64 percent of the students opted to
The second option was to drop the SI. have the St. Pat's Board operate indePat's celebration for a period of iime. pendently of Student Council. When
Finally, the third option was to con- asked if the ,UMR administration
tinue with the celebration, but to place would consider the removal of St.
the SI. Pat's Committee under the ju- Pat's from Student Council, Wendell
Ogrosky, tbe Vice Chancellor of Sturisdiction of Student Council.
The last of these options was the dent Affairs, responded that this is
one chosen by the UMR administra- NOT lInder consideration, and that
tion for anumberofreasons . Them.in presently the St.Par's celebration is
reason being that ,llie administration "moving 'in the right direction."
felt that they should strUClille ille cele- Ogrosky p~oceeded in st~ting that the
bratioriaS;~s.tudentactivity rpnby the St. Pat'sBoard previ,6usliwas" a fail"
UMR ,students. Therr:fore, they de- ure beCau'se people oil~eil,?~~ didn't
cided ':to have the Student Council
see BOard; page 18
, oVersee the.::Eomrnittee and' the cele-

this

major problem at UMR

Do you depend on the computer
systems across UMR to get your
work done? Would you be annoyed
if an important project was due the
next day and someone just stole all
of the mouse balls for a joke? I
personally have enough trouble with
the computers when they are working properly.
Lately, there has been a rash or
computer vandalism across campus.
In fact, only two weekends ago the
memory bank and chip was stolen
out of a computer in one of the
learning centers. Crime like this
only hurts students who need to use
the system to complete their work,
and may eventually cause computer
centers to limit the hours that they
are open .
Computers are being vandalized
by thieves who unscrew the casings
and take out valuable computer

components such as disk drives and
memory chips. These crimes are
difficult to stop because the small
components that are stolen can be
easily hidden in a backpack. The
computer centers across campus
have been taking extra precautions.
Most computers are now pennanently att ached to their workstations,
and many computer cases are now
being attached together inothermore
pennanent ways. Another deterrent
that may be used to prevent crime is
video cameras in the computer labs.
Anyone who thinks that they can get
away with stealing computer components may learn the hard way through
the UMR police.
It is an outrage that the computer
centers our tuition helps to pay for
are being vandaEzed. These crimes
can cause nothing but harm to those
students who depend on computer
centers througho'.lt the year. It is
important for all students to keep an
eye out when they are working in the
computer centers to prevent further
crimes. Otherwise, thenext time you
want to save your 50pagetenn paper,
the disk drive may be missing!

a
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What's Up at UMR

Wednesday

8:00 pm College Republicans Mtg ., 205 H-SS

3:30pm TOIp & Skeet M'g., Bldg. T-2

.

8:00 pm KUMR and Ferrigno Winery Dinner/

6:00 pm Gaming Association Mtg., 105 ME

Concert Series, at Ferrigno Winery, located on B
9:00 pm Arnold Air Society Mtg., 20 8 Harris

Mid·grade sheets sent to departments

11:00 am American NuclearSociety High School

Thursday

Visit, Meramec Room

1l:30am "State-of-the-Art Technologies for
2:30 pm S11JCO Lawyer, Walnut

5:00 pm UMR Student Council sponso rs IM-

Higbwaynorth ofSt James. Janet and friends will

7:00 pm National Society of Black Enginea.

PACT Month Volleyball Ma ..thon. QuadOlngle

perform music of Moun, Bee~oven. and

Mtg., 204 McNutt

volleyball coun. For more infonnati on contact

Bolling. Tickets, S8 for KUMR member> and S9

Dave Blythe at 364-5854 or Brandu Lear at 341-

for non-members. are avai lable by reservation

9232

only. For more: infonnation or to mak.e reserva-

gineering Graduate Seminar Series, 114 CE

6:30pm Show-Me Anime Mtg., 212 McNutt

U:30 pm Newman Scripture

7:00 pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg., 126 Chem. Eng.

2:30 pm STUCO Lawyer. Walnut

7:00 pm SUB MOYlE; Vertigo, ME 104

4:00 pm "Diabetes Mellitus and the Bioartificial

Pancreas", Chemical Engineering Graduate Semi·

Fact

:.---

7:30 pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg .• Walnut

tions call 265-7742 or 265-8050 .

Hazaroous Wastes," Purush Terkond. , Civi l En-

7:00 pm Amnesty International Mtg., 202Libni)

8:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu EE Help Sessions, 103 EE

Sunday
2:00 pm UMR Orch'estra, Leach Theatre, Castle-

nar, R. L. Fournier; 125 Shrenk

5Ouri-51. Louis, UMR Soccer complex
5:00 pm Student Activ ity Fee Board Mtg., Wal-

3:15pm "Fibrous Monolithic Cenmics. " Ce-

9:00 pm SUB MOYlE: The Trouble with Harry,

ramic Engineering Seminar with John Halloran,

ME 104

204 MeNutt

Saturday

nut
3:15 pm UMR Southcentral Missouri Section of
5:30 pm Intrun\Ulll Manager> Mtg .

the American Chemical Society sponsors seminar,

':00 pm Sigma Gamma Epsilon Mtg . • 210

ates to Kevlar ~d Polyethe~id es and Beyon,"

McNutt

G-3 Schrenk Hall. for more infonnation call 3414950

':00 pm MSM Spelunker> Club Mtg., 204

3:30 pm "Making ElTOr-Deteetins Algorilltt:l
More Efficient", Flkret Eral , Computer Sciax:r:

PACT Month Volleyball Ma .. thon. QuadOlngle

G",duate Seminar.

volleyball court.

Science

6:00 pm Blue Key Mtg., 216 ME

209J209A Math-Computor

Asfacu1tym em
Msh to express a
rance, fear, and I

cantPUS. TheseCO
5i~ sanctioned 5(
last August 27,in
ence, "Teaching Students Hands-On Engineerviolence, betweer
ing," G-ll Library. Please register to attend bJ
lI~re protesting ~

3:30 pm Engineering Management Telecoafcr-

PARENfS DAY ATUMR

Monday
u:oo pm University Orators Chapter of Toast-

9:00 -10:30 am Parents Day registration. Lobby,

masters International, Missouri Room UCE. For

Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall

more info call Lnda Bramel a1341-4117.

9:00 am - Noon Acade!'i:. ic departments open

4:30 pm Sigma Tau Delta Mtg ., H-SS

calling Krista Forness at 3414990

3:30 pm Geological Engineering Seminar, Jim

opposing the gay
money was mal
jVhether this is In

Hummert, "Automated Data Acquis ition of Gt-

4:00 pm "April Fools: Newton, Hall.ey and Flamsteed in Swift's Satirical Writ ing ," Phys ics CoHo-

[)ear Editor:

5:00 pm UMR Student Council sponsors IM-

MID-SEMESTER

Patricia Callahan. "From Nylon and Polycarbon-

McNutt '

Tuesday

man Hall. The orchestra is free and open to the
public . For more infonnation call 341-4185

5:00 pm UMR men's soccer, University of Mis·

see Aid, page 16

quiurn. Pamela Gossin, 104 Physics
9:00 - 10:00 am Visitation with Deans & Repre-

6:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Mtg. , 103 EE

4:30 pm Ke ramos Mtg .• 2 12 McNutt

sentati ves frorr. Freshman Engineering & Freshman Arts & Sc iences

6:30pm, AlAA Mtg. , 104 ME

4: 45pm Toastmasters Mtg., Missouri

Lobby, Leach Th eatre, Castleman H all

6:30pm Student Counci l Legal Services, Walnut

6:00 pm Alpha. Phi Omega Mtg., Mark: Twain

9:00 - 10:00 am Mus ic programs

6:00 pm Intercollegiate Knights Mtg., 204

9:00 - 5:00 pm FLOOD RELIEF CAN DRIVE.

McNutt

Bring all your alwninum cans to Heilig-Meyers at

7:00 pm "Creating Pro~ essionalis m," Amy Rug-

EDIT(

ongSlBJlding ttadil
iheSI.Palrick'sDa
86 yem RoUa's :
homage 10 !he palr1
lhrough even~ sucl
sion, Gonzo & G
knighting ceremor

the Old Via l-Mart parking lot. Proceeds to Am~ri

geri, Maramec Room
6:00 pm Pi Tau Si gma Mtg., 2 16 ME
7:00 pm Time Management, G-S Tl Hall·AEC

can Red C~ ss.

Spnsored by : Lifestyl es Real

State, for more infonnation ~all: 341-8100
6:30 pm Hangglid ing Club Mtg., 105 ME

7:00 pm Associatid General Contractors Mig.,

10:00 am

Chanceior remarks , Leach Theatre,

114CE

6:30pm !Fe Rush 018innen Mtg ., Silver & Gold

Castleman Hall

7:00 pm "Study Skills," G-8 TIHA

6:30pm Am erican Nucl ear Society Mig ., 227

10:15 am UMR Pa rent 's Association anoua

Fulton

Meeting , Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall

7:00 pm Soc. ofHjspan ic Profess ional Engineers

10:45 am G round breaking for Recreation and

Mtg., 212 McNutt

Intramural Center, West of Gale Bullman Multi-

7:00 pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg. , G-3 Shrenk

7:00 pm

~

Tempest ,"

Swdent Union presents 'The

perfonned

by

the

N ational

Shakespeare Company. Leach Theatrt, Casue-

Purpose Building.
7:00 pm ASCE Err Review Session, 117 CE

Noon Gaming Association gaming, 139 Clem.

man Hall . Admission to UMR studeo.ts is free.

Public seating as ava il able the night ofthe show at

7:00 pm Alpha Phi Alpha Infonnational Seminar,

S3 per pe rso ~ . For more infonnation call 34 1-

Missouri

Noon UMR men's soccer, West Texas A&M

4220.

University. UMR soccer complex
7:00 pm IEEE Mtg., 204 McNutt

7:00 pm American Society of Civil Engineers

1:30 pm UMR Miner football , Northwest Mis-

Mt8·, 114 CE

7:00 pm Independents Mtg., 11 7 CE

souri Slate University, Jackling Field.

7:30pm UMR women's socce r, University of

7:30 pm Lutheran Student Center Bible Stu dy

5:00 pm UMR Student Council sponsors IM-

Missouri -St Lou is , UMR soccer complex.

PACT Month Volleyball Marathon. Quadrangle

8:00 pm St. Pat' s Committee Mig., l 07C ME
7:30pm Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg ., 32 1 Chern Eng

Annex

7:30pm T au Beta Sigma Mtg ., 315 Chern Eng

10:00 pm T able T ennis practice, Miner Recreac-

volleyball court .

7:00 pm SUB MOVIE: Vertigo, ME 104

8:00 pm SUB: Pianist Kathleen Ryan, Leach

tion
7:30pm Society of Mining

En ginee~

McNutt

8:00 pm Starfleet Mtg ., Maramec

Mtg., 201

Theatre

Friday
1:30 pm Otristian Science Org. Mig., Sunrise

9:00 pm SUB MOYlE: The Trouble with Harry,
ME 104
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.
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,_~~"",,,,_,I Faculty: Res~ond
Jeff Lacovich, Editor in Chief
Missouri Miner
Rona, MO

As faculty members of the University of Missouri-Rolla we
wish to express our. alarm at the increasing levels of ignorance, fear, and hatred toward homosexuals on the UMR
campus. These conditions led to the cancellation of a University sanctioned social activity for gay and lesbian students
last August 27, in order to avoid confrontation, and possible
violence, between gay students and a cadre of students who
were protesting the event. The protesters' stated reason for
opposing the gay social function was that student activities
money was inappropriately expended for this activity.
Whether this is true or not, one suspects, based on published
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to Homosexual Debate

intervjews in the local newspaper, that the protesting students were driven to their actions less by a concern for fiscal
responsibility than by an intolerance for anyone leading a
different lifestyle.
We are disturbed that for the past several years there has
been a continuing diatribe against homosexuals in the form
of letters, columns, and crude cartoons in the cam pus newspaper. The polemics have gone largely unanswered. A point
now apparently has been reached when extremists feel that
they can use "strong arm" tactics to force their opinions on
the rest of the university community. If the present conditions are not diffused it seems lik.ely that violence to homosexuals or suspected homosexuals will follow.
A university should be a place ,:"here diversity is not only
tolerated but expected and encouraged. It is a place where a
multitude of cultures and lifestyles should coexist without
fear of molestation by others. Additionally, the freedom of
an individual to maintain a lifestyle that may differ from the
majority is protected by the traditions upon which this
republic was founded. .

We therefore encourage students to treat all people with
respect, regardless of their race, religion, or personal lifestyle. We call on the campus newspaper to exercise journalistic responsibility when inflammatory and degt"llding articles and cartoons are submitted. We ask that the newspaper strive for reasonable and balanced coverage. Finally we
encourage the campus communi~ to maintain open dialogue between diverse groups in order to foster a climate of
tolerance and understanding that should be maintained at a
great University.
Signed by
JayM. Gregg
Larry Vonalt
Jack Morgan
Larry Gragg
Linda Manning
Gregg Keller
Catherine Riordan

Chris Ramsay
Paula Lutz
Richard Hall
James Bogan
Leo Soisson
Richard Boyart
J. Scott Saults
Juana Sanchez
David Hentzel
Carol Ann Smith
Elizabeth Cummins
Cary 1. McConnell

see Aid, page
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Last week green went on sale at the
Puck. This marks the beginning of a
longstanding tradition here at UMR,
the St. Patrick's Day Celebration. For
86 years Rolla's student body paid
homage to the patrons of Engineering
through events such as the snake invasion, Gonzo & Games, coronation,
knighting ceremonies and a parade.
The recent tragedies that have surrounded the celebration have placed
certain structural restrictions on the
celebration while forcing the community to re-examine the focus of the
celebration.
Student body input and participation is invaluable to the survival of the
celebration and we need your student
input to tell the committee what you
want. What you think of the celebration? How can it be improved? How
do you become a part of the tradition?
To obtain this, UMR Student Council and the St. Pat's Celebration Committee are holding an OPEN FORUM
on Wednesday, October 20, 1993 at
6:30 pm in ME #104. We heed your
input and we need you there.

Editor
Missouri Miner
UMR
Rolla, MO 65401

The Opinions column of the Sept.
29 Miner contains an anti-homosexual
item with two sentences that caught
my attention: "At the same time there
are those who want to 'gay-bash.'
That is their prerogative."
In fact, there is no more prerogative
for heterosexuals to bash gays than
there is for whites to bash AfricanAmericans, for Christians to bash
Jews, for the Iranian government to
bash Bahais, etc. etc. Verbal and
physical abuse against unoffending
individuals is cowardly and reprehensible.
It has no place on the UMR campus.
Yours truly,
Gerald Cohen
Professor of German and
Russian, UMR
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Darren Peeler, Chainnan
St. Pat's Celebration Committee
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Dear Sir:

Ben Stelenpohl, President
Student Council
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ravages American college campuses Homecom~ng '

Crime

News Services
SOURCE

Recent FBI statistics indicate nearly
2,000 murders, rapes, robberies and
aggrivated assaults occur on American colleges campuses in a single year.
As many as one in three U.S. undergradu ates will be a victim of crime
during their college career, according
to the Center for the Study and Prevention of Campus Violence (CSPCy), at
Townson State College, in Maryland.
Additional information provided by
the CSPCV indicates aearly 80 percent
of campus crime are acquainted with
their aggressor; and most of the
crimes committed on campus are
fueled by alcohol and drugs .
A "Newsweek on Campus" poll
found that almost half of today's college students worry about crime on or
around their school. Moreover, onquarter of all college women admitted
they had been the victim of rape or
attempted rape.
Until recently, most campus crime
was handled internally by college
security, rather than by local or state
police, or the F.B.r. Fortunately , this
has now changed. In Iuly 1992, the
Campus Sexual Assault Victims' Bill
of Rights became law, giving students
the right to report sexual assaults to
off-campus law enforcement authorities. Such reports may help appre-

hend perpetrators more quickly and
lower the number of crimes committed.
Also, the new law requires that institutions of higher learning establish
crime education programs, as well as
notify students of crime prevention
counseling available to them.
In addition, a provision of the Federal Crime Awareness and Campus
Security Act of 1990, which took effect last September, requires schools
receiving Federal fmancial assistance
to make public statistics on campus
crime over the last three years. This
notification encompasses murders,
rapes, robberies and assaults, as well
as the number of arrests for alcohol,
drug and weapons possession. Furthermore, academic institutions are
required to provide information about
their campus security program to any
and all interested parties , information
particularly useful to prospective students and their parents, when making
decisions about which school to attend.
Beyond this, a clarification of the
Buckley Privacy Amendment gives
victims of campus violence easier
access to the past criminal records of
student perpetrators .
Despite recent changes in how
campus crime is dealt with, it is critical that students and faculty work together actively to help prevent it.
Knowledge is a powerful tool; and
learning how to prevent crime should
be part of everyone's college curriculum . ADT Security Systems, the
world's leading supplier of electronics

security systems and services, has prepared guidelines which help prevent
campus crime:
Students should protect their valueables. Dormitory rooms, lockers
and other places where personal belongings are kept should be locked.
All possessions should be labeled with
name, address and/or social securi ty
number. The sole exception to this
rule is keys. (If they are lost or s tolen ,
it is important that a name and/or
address not appear.)
Students should remember not to
display cash openly or brag about
valuables. It is also important they be
discreet when using telephone credit
cards; that is, they should not tell others their number or repeat loudly in
public.
Communication is important.
Campus authorities should be notified
about broken lights, overgrown shrubbery near walkways, telephone or
smoke alarms that don't work, and
doors with broken locks. Also, students must remember not to prop
open locked doors in residence halls,
classrooms, libraries and other campus buildings, which could give access
to unauthorized individuals.
.
ADT Security Systems, Inc. is a
subsidiary of ADT Limited. ADT is
number one in the world in electronic
security protection and vehicle auctions, providing security equipment
and services to more than 800,000
residences and businesses worldwide.
For additional information, contact
Catherine Barto Meyer at (212) 4633171.

Queen and
her royal court selected
News Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo. - Rakiyah Mason of
SI. Louis, a senior in mechanical engineering at the University of MissouriRolla, has been chosen UMR's 1993
Homecoming Queen.
Members of the queen' s court are:
first runner-up, Sandy Junge of SI.
Louis, a senior inmechanical engineering; second runner-up, T.1. Davernport
of Weston, Mo., a senior in civil engineering; a third ruemer-up, Janice
Struckoff of August, Mo., a senior in
mechanical engineering.
The queen and members of ' her
court were chosen from among,27 candidates after interviews and a campuswide election. The wirmers were announced Saturday , Oct. 2, during
halftime ceremonies of the homecoming football game between the UMR
Miners and SBU.
Mason was nominated by the Association of Black Students. She is a
member of Pi Tau Sigma Mechanical

Engineering Honor Society, Tau BCb
Pi National Engineering Honor Soci.
ety, the Mechanical Engineering H~.
ors Program and the National Society
of Black Engineers.
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Junge has .served as pledge trainer
and house manager for Chi Ome,1
Sorority and as president of the UMR
Transfer Student Association. She baa
been active in UMR TECHS Pctr
Counseling, Tau Beta Pi Engineering
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi HOIQ
Society, the UMR student chapter of
the Society of Women Engineers 8Ild
student radio station KMNR.
Davenport currently serves II
president of Chi Omega. She baa
served as secretary and treasurer of
Parthellenic Council and is active in
Air Force ROTC and the Arnold Ail
Society. She is a member of Lambda
Sigma Pi and the Greek Judicial Boll1l
and is active in intramurals.
Struckoff has served as treasum
and house manager of Zeta Tau Alplll
Sorority. She is a member of Phi Ell
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigmaand
the UMR student chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical Ea·
gineers .

j

Campus-wide curriculum changes to go. into eff~ct
John Kilpatrlcks
Starr Writer

The engineering school is in for
some changes in curriculum as a part
of the University of Missouri system.
The State has mandated changes that it
views as nessasary to make the students of the University of Missouri
competitive on the world market and
more culturally aware in todays multicultured world. Most of the changes
here are centered around foreign culture and communication require-

Are you

ments. The changes are university
wide in several major areas including
communication skills; computer and
information technologies; foreign lang age and culture; mathematical,
simbolic and logical reasoning; humanites and fine arts; and synthesis
and integration. Each Campus had to
form a commitiee on how to impliment this plan. The Committiee at
UMR was formed in mid-September
andconsistedofDr.Stanik.Chairman;
Dr. Ralph Alexander; Dr. Robert
Loudin; Dr. Robert Medrow; Dr. 10seph Miner; Dr. Lance Williams, who
. was replaced later by Dr. Harry Isemen; and Scott Palmtas, Student Representative. Also invited but not part

interested

Iaa Rasdllsky
Stair Writer

If you IhiDk your voice in JOYanJIICIIlcan DOl be bcard.join ASUM Uld
fllld out tile b1IIh.. ASUM is an 8Ctive

stucbIl <q1lllizatioD in all branches of
tile University of Missouri system that
f1&hts for the rights of students.
ASUM plays two main roles: to represent and advocate Ihe interests of Missouri students, and to serve as a training ground for students who wish
hands on experience in politics and
governmenL

in

of the commltee Dr. Tsoulfanldls and
Dr. Jerry Bayless.
"The rules of the game will not
change in the fifth inning," according
to Dr. Stannik. The requirements will
not change leaving classr.s that peaple
have taken worthless. There will not
be sweeping changes, for the most
part. and it will take some time for the
individual programs and departments
to get the changes approved by the
University.
Some classes might
change in a students senior year that
will be offered to those graduating in
a few years instead of the ones in the
current program. The changes are
geared toward a more rounded, competetive student in the world mark!'t.

politics?

ASUM plans a wide variety of
events to provide something for everyone's interest.
Throughout the
school year ASUM invites students to
have lunch widl legislators. Past
pests have included: Jim Pauley.
chief legal c:ounscl to Governor
Asbcroft, and Paul Jobe. ciiJmor of
Ibc Miuouri Society of ElJ&ineen.
ASUM a1so holds voter registration
drives, Uld mock elections to make
sure that the students voices get heard.
ASUM is currently accepting applications for Legislative Assistants.
Legislative Assistants receive six
hours of Political Science credit for
becoming an active lobbyist in Iefferson City. There is no ~tter way to
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ASUM.

learn about your government than to
jump right in on the ground floor.
More infonnation is available from
the ASUM office on the second floor
ofUCWcst.
If the students of the univcnities
across die aJUntry do not let their
interests be known. higher education
may take a baelt seat to other pressirJ&
problems dlat our nation faces. It is of
critical importance that students stay
aware politically because many other
special interest groups are constantly
lobbying for their wants which may
leave higher education in the dark. If
you want to be involved and make a
difference in our government. join
ASUM and let your voice be heard.
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Laurie Wilman

The Life and Times ...
Today, we here at the Miner
bring you a public service announcement: .MID-TERMIS SATURDA Y!
Yes, all of you out there in newspaperland, as of October 16th, we will
be officially one-half of the way
through with the Fall, 1993 semester.
Thank goodness, right? I mean,
we're well settled into our classes
now, everyone generally knows
what's going on, and we've come to
see routine as a good thing, right?
Wrong! The missing, yet key
factor here is (gee, can we guess?) ...
STRESS! (Can you say "stress,"
boys and girls? I knew that you
could.) In fact, for most of us around
here, that itty-bitty, teeny-weeny,
six-letter word is the sole ruling factor in our lives. It prevails over our
sleeping, our eating, our studying,
and even our socializing. (Maybe
it's just me, butI fmditexceptionally
difficult to unwind and relieve a little
anxiety when contemplating the
exact numerical damage that the
Calc test I took today did to my g.p.a.
and where I'm going to lay down my
cardboard box and newspapers when
I become a newly initiai~d member
of the unemployed). We can't quite
put our fmger on it, but somewhere
we are very sure that stress here at

UMRhas anentirelydifferentdefmition than it would anywhere else in
the state (or the country or the hemisphere or the planet or ...
But, never fear. Not only is today' s column a public service, it is
also a lesson in self-affmnation. I
figure we all could use a little esteemboost right about now, so put away
your mechanical pencil, take a deep
breath, and reReat after me:
I am smart. I possess intelligence. Math grades do not, in. any
way, shape, or form , imply how good
of a person I am (even if they do imply
how I well be occupied from now
until the age of sixty-five or so.)
I do want to. be an engineer,
computer scientist, phycisist, English teacher. . It will give my life
meaning. It will giveme ajob (cross
my fmgers) and an income. I will
enjoy my work. I will be a key
member of the community. I will be
in the headlines for winning a Nobel
Prize. And a Pulitzer. And a gold
medal. And the lottery.
Someday, I will look back on all
of this here in Rolla (stre~s included),
realize that it was for the best and

see Life, page 18

other words, great date material. Pick
National Shakespeare Company up your ticket at.the SUB office. Yeah, what they are, They work hard to make
comes tonight (Wed.) to perform the you 'll need the I.D. thing for this too. sure there is a variety so that everyone
Here's something.you won '( have can enjoy the movies. As you can see
. Ill'aster work of the wOrld' s most fa'~ous' playwright. ' "The 'Tempest" is to grab tickets iii advance for. His ·from this semester so far, they do a
one of Billy Shakespeare's best dra: name's Paul Gilmarten. He tells jokes. really awesome job. But there's only
mas. Tickets mayor may not still be Funny jok~s. That 's right, we got one way to make sure you get the
available as I am writing this article a more comedy for you! Paul has taken movies you want. Wanna know how?
week ago. (Five bucks to "'!yone who "a break from his international tour in Y<?ucouldjoinandhelppick 'em (you
can handle the grammar 01) that one.) , on;lertodoashowhereinB,o!la. What knew that was coming, didn't you?
You can pick your tic~t up at the SUB , aguy! Let me tell ya, you'don'twanna ,They give away lots of free stuff toooffice until 4:30. After that, you'll .miss this one. The laughs begin at8pm movie posters and the like. If you join
have 'to get them at the door. Bnng next Tuesday, Oct. 19';in' the UtE SUB and do lots of great truJ'gs, we
_ . ' may even give the COllUl)i!tee Mem-'
your student I.D. T,he shqw .begins at Cafeteria ..,
This l"e,ekend is Alfred Hitch- ber of the Month Award to you. And
7pm. ",
, Mark your calendars:now!' Kath- , c.PCk ,night at the..mo"ies in /YII;:104. j!,st to prove we're fl.o~J(jdOing, we're
"Hitchcock/ 51 classies , "V.'ertig0." and g~~~ 'do one right-rieyh ;; ~
- . The "Student Uruo~ ' Board con-

enjoy her as much for her charm and
intimacy as for her joyously energetic
music. Also, this is a great way to

this tomorrow.
F & V is pretty much self-explana tory . They choose the movies for

standing work on the Fine Arts Committee. Steve worked hard publicizing
"Hot, S·exy; and Safer" and has been
'suckered into being our Sruco rep
(bless his he~). Honorable mention
goes to Michelle Nowak of the Leisure
& Recreation Committee and Todd
Rastorfer of Variety Entertainment.
Congrarulations and thanks to all of
them!
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Attention all student organizations
The following student organizations have not turned in their organization forms to Linda Martin yet. If you
turned in your form s after noon on
Thursday, October 7, disregard this
notice.
Acacia (need risk & recognition compliance)
Alpha Nu Sigma (need recognition
compliance)
Alpha Kappa Alpha (need risk& recognition compliance)
American Society for Quality Control
American Ceramic Society (need officer)
Amnesty International
Association of Black Students (need
risk & recognition compliance)
Association for Computing Machinery (need officer}
Association of United States Army

Chess Club
Chi Omega (need risk & recognition
compliance)
Cycling Club
Delta Sigma Theta
Economics Club (need risk & recognition compliance)
French Club
Goldminers
Honors Association
India Association
Institute of Transportation Engineers
Institute of Packaging Professionals
Juggling Club (need officer)
Kappa Alpha (need risk & recognition
compliance)
Kappa Alpha Psi (need risk & recognition compliance)
Kemet
Keramos
Korean Students Association (need
risk & recognition compliance)

Malaysian Students Organization
Mathematical Association of America
Omega Chi Epsilon
Omega Psi Phi
Pakistan Students Association
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Alpha Theta
Pi Epsilon Tau
Raiders
Rock Climbing Club
Show Me Anime
Sigma Pi Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon (need officer)
Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Society of Physics Students
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Society of Plastics Engineers
Society of Automotive Engineers
Society of Exploration Geophysicists
Spelunkers Club (need risk & officer)
Table Tennis Club
Voices of Inspiration

Captain Goatee's weekly review
I

Captain Goatee
Staff Writer

This week: Girls, Girls, Girls p art IT
Hello fellow goat fan s, and welcome to another session of
the weekly review. A few weeks ago
I reviewed a bunch of girl
groups. This week I give you four
more. Reviews this week
include country rocker Melissa Etheridge's great new release Yes
Um..and performance artist Meryn
Cadell's latest, Bombazine.
Plus, solo releases by the Sugarcubes' Bjork and 'Til Tuesday's
Aimee Mann,

Album Review
Melissa Etheridge
Yes lAm
Island (1993)
9 goatees
Well, Melissa Etheridge has finally put together a great album
again. After her debut, Etheridge
had many accolades heaped upon
her. They were certainly due, but in
her albumssince then, the feel
wasn't just the same. It's been a
while, but Etheridge has fmally
fulfilled those initial expectations
with Yes I Am.
I got the chance to see Etheridge
this summer under the Arch at St.
Louis' V.P. Fair. She put on a great
show and introduced a f~w of these
tunes . I was surprised that I remembered a few songs upon first listen of
the new album. Or at least I assume

I did. Yes I Am is an instantly accessible album. So accessible in
fact, that one picks up a song's
chorus before your first listen is
through. The writing on the album
is solid.
The performance is solid also.
Acoustic guitar, bluesy percussion,
and classic, country rock, electric
guitar are fitted perfectly to Etheridge's gravelly voice. What she
lacks in vocal quality, Etheridge
m akes up with a great range of expression. The title track, "Yes I
Am", explores her entire range from
subdued pleas to elevated wails.
There is a life born in every
song simply through Etheridge's
lyrical touches.
Some of my favorites from the
album include the impassioned
opener ''I'm the Only One", the U2esque "Silent Legacy", and
"Resist". Yes I Am is an album to
be reckoned with . Etheridge
has assembled a collection of songs
which flow from ballad
("Talking to my Angel") to straight
out rocker ("All American
Girl") without missing a beat. It's a
must for Etheridge fans
and a good bet for the rest of the
world.

Album Review
Bjork
Debut
Elektra (1993)
7 goatees
The Sugarcubes' quirky lead
singer, Bjork, has decided to
make a solo album. Fans of the Sugarcubes have probably already
sized this album up for themselves .
The Sugarcubes were always
we ird. If you' ve seen the video for
"Regina", you know what I

mean. Repeated images of crabs ana
planes are not exactly your
typical MTV fare, and Bjork is no
different on the weird end.
The current video for "Human
Behavior" features Bjork with
shiny drops under her eyes and a guy
in a costume that looks
either like a huge teddy bear or a
huge rat. I can't decide what
the thing is, but Ratman has a habit
of chasing her around. As
if the big futry Ratrnan weren't
strange enough, Bjork has a
Icelandic accent and likes to create
obscure melodies. It's
amazing that she makes it to TV
when grunge is still the "big
thing."
So what is Bjork like solo? Well,
she' s dancy in a way. It
really depends what makes you
dance. Most of the music is
synthesizer based with various
strings, horns, and harps added in
the mix. Some songs are loopy and
dreamy. Both "One Day" and
"Venus As a Boy" flow and roll and
tumble like an auditory boat
ride. "Come to Me" is a slow love
song over a house beat, and
other songs s~ch as "There's More to
Life Than This" and "Bigtime Sensuality" are strictly dance
grooves.
Done by someone like Taylor
Dane or Madonna, "B ig-time
Sensuality" would be an easy top-40
hit. But Bjork is different.
To start, she has the weird accent.
And she also sings with a
bit more life ' than your standard pop
singer. She stulters,
grunts, and lets her voice slide from
octave to octave with a
sense of harmony that the U.S. isn 't
used to . Her uniqueness
will either turn you off or draw you
in.

"Human Behavior" uses her
. of popular music by being bold
enough to give us performance an.
skewed sense of music to great
effect, but Bjork' s rendition of the
The short prose and poetry bits such
as " The Sweater" , "Flight
classic jazz tune " Like
Altendant", and "I've Been ReSomeone in Love" is jarring. The
song is set with only Bjork's
deemed" were upbeat, original, and
voice and a harp. 'It's a nice setting
genuinely funny. They were backed
for the song, but it only
with digitized sound effects
presents Bjork's voice as weak and
that created a three dimensional
wandering. When she is
soundscape. In addition to the
clothed by exotic rhythms and
spoken word, there were solemn
sounds, Bjork sounds eclectic and
songs such as "I say" which were
fascinating. Stripped of those wrap- touching and emotional. I couldn'l
pings, "Like Someone in Love"
wait for another album of
just doesn't work.
more humor and depth.
But, with the exception of':Like
Well , Bombazine is not another
Someone in Love" and the
Angel Food For Thought.
fmal track, Debut 'is a nice album.
Cadell has focu sed on more songs
For all of her vocal
and, for the most part, left the
oddities, Biork's voice will slowly
performance art behind. It' s a
grow on you. The dance
sophomore slump in the classic
tracks are smooth songs rather than
form. Instead of staying with what
techno beat exercises and the
made her ftrst album special,
album doesn ' t fall into what some
Cadell has trad~d that specialness in
feel is a " thump thump" hell.
for a collection of mostly
Debut is both odd and engrossing.
weak m aterial.
Whether or not you like this
For the songs, Cadell collaboalbum will depend on your opinion
rated with many Canadian
of Bjork. So, if you like
musicians of fame (including k.d.
Bjork's voice from her Sugarcubes
lang collaborator Ben Mink on
days or from the "Human
two songs), but it didn't really help.
Behavior" single, go and check out
The songs don ' t gel.
Debut.
They range from trippy chants to
country lounge songs, but the
ranging styles seem to only be facades rather than complete
bodies. The music base really isn't
Meryn Cadell
there.
Bombazine
"Abelyne", co-written by Ben
Sire/Reprise (1993)
Mink, is a slow song with an
6 goatees
Irish feel to it much like an Enya
song with strutting strings
I waited for Meryn Cadell 's new
rather than a bank of 15 synthesizers
album with drool down my
It 's one of the really
cheek . Her first album , Angel Food good songs on the album. Mink's
For Thought, was one of those
special albums which seemed to cut
across the normal boundaries

Album Review
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Miners stifled in 28-3 lo ss to Pitt. State
Joe Hornburg
Asst. Sports Editor

fense on their first possession Pitl.
State did not take long on their next
turn with the football. With II :05 left

On Saturday, Oct 9 the Miner
football team was in Pittsburg, Kansas
10 take on the Pitt. State Gorillas. The
kick-offtimewas 7:00p.m. and UMR
had a cool, breezy night for football.

in the flfst quarter the Gorillas had 1st
and 10 from there own 21 yard line.
On the flfst play running back Joey
Tobin went up the middle and just kept
going. He'stopped 79 yards later with
the flfst Pitt. State touchdown.

Pitt State won the toss and chose
to defer the choice until the second
half. UMR recieved the opening kickoff and David Wells had a 25 yard
return to the Miner 38 yard line.
This would be the only UMR drive
to end up iI). points on the day. The
drive went 50 yards with most of them
on the ground. Runs by Ernest Brown
and Mike Wise along with a personal
.foul on Pill. State moved the Miners to
the Pitt. State 25 and they had 1st and
10. The UMR offense stalled at the
Gorilla 18 and Eivind Listerud put the
ball througn the uprights from 35
yards away to give the MineI1l an early
3-0 lead.
The UMR lead did not last long.
After being held by tough Miner de-

UMR's offense had trouble moving the ball both through the air and on
the ground. The Miners gained only
182 total yards on the day with 114 of
those coming on the ground. The leading rushers for UMR were Mike Wise
with 40 yards on 14 carries and Jason
ilium with 6 carries for 28 yards. On
the recieving side wide out Chris
Dawson had 3 recptions for 50 yards.

Pitt State scored another touchdown in the frrst quarter and one in the
second to give them a 21-3 halftime
lead. The MineI1l only had one fumble
on the day, butitled to the third Gorilla
score.

The UMR defense played hard, but
couldn't stop the Pitt. State running
game. The Gorillas gained 306 yards
on the ground and another 61 through
the air. Strong defensive efforts were
put in by Matt Schwent, Cary Lange,
md Darin Nix .

UMR came out flfed up at the start
of the second half. The Miner defense
stopped Pitt. State on four plays and
got the offense some good field position at the UMR 40 yard line with
13:24 left in the 3rd quarter.

D. Sobf.ry

A couple of key statistics where
the Miners were hurting were third
down·conversions and yards per play.
UMR was 3 for 17 on third down
: onversions and averaged just under 3
yards a play. The UMR offense will
need to improve these numbers if they
want to be successful against Northwest Missouri in the nextMIAA game.

Miner b~lIcarrier fightingoff tacklers for the extra yardage.
The Miners got rolling on the
ground with runs by quarterback Wise
and fullback Jason Illum. UMR also
Then a 21 yard gain by Wise gave
was intercepted and the scoring hopes
recieved help from Gorilla mistakes. UMR a flfst and goal at the 5 yard line.
ended. The fmal score ended up 28-3
Two penalties moved the ball deeper The Miners couldn't get the ball in the
in favor of Pitt. State , and the Miners
into Pitt. State territory.
endzone though. On 3rd down Wise
took one on the chin for their second
The next Miner game is here on
. MIAAlos s.
Oct 16 at I :30 in the afternoon. This
The loss dropped the Miners to 3- weekend is also Parents
Weekend so
2 overall and 2-2 in the MIAA. Pitt. grab your parents and take them
to see
State raised their record to 3-2 overall the Miners do bailie with
Northwest
and 3-1 in the MIAA.
Missouri in tough MIAA action.
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Jordan retires
Aaron Boyll
Staff Writer
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more to the NBA and the game in his
nine ye8I1l than any other player in history. His accomplishments will likely
never be matched, especially in the
short time he spent in the NBA.
Jordan will not miss the media and, in
fact, the attention paid to him and lack
of attention paid to class are a big
reason for Jordan's announcement last
Wednesday. Michael will definitely
feel some relief in years to come ifhe
sticks to his decision. However, I feel
the void left by not competing and succeding on the court will be too great for
. Jordan to fill with family and golf.
Unlike the Friday night faithful at
UMR, Jordan can' t show up to the
local gym and get a decent challenge in
a pick-up game. He'll be back in a
year or two.

When I heard of Jordan's retirement, I
got the same sinking feeling I'm sure
most sports fans did. Not only will we
lose his talents in the years to come,
the game will lose a figure . that has
come to defme grace, skill and determination in the NBA.
Jordan's departure cannot be compared to losing Bird or Magic. Those
two legends entered in a different era
and left when the game and their bodies decided it was time. Jordan' s decision was his and his alone. No fault
can be given to a man in charge of his
own' destiny. Throughout his career,
Jordanhas displayed a class and judgement rarely matched by people on
pedestals as high as his. Yes, the If, however, Jordan does retire for
gambling is a blemish, but looking good, be thankful you were fortunate
past that it is easy to see the kind of enough to witness the entire career of
man Jordan is. Far be it from anyone such a dominating and awe-inspiring
to accuse him ofleaving "when he has sportsman . There will never be anso much left to give". He has given other Michael Jordan.
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Handicapping the Heisman Water Polo team crushes competition
JlIII Broyl es
SIl.rrWrlt er

When Ihis year' s COllege footba ll
scnson began, il uppellIed ill 01 Ihe
Heisrnll.O Trophy wo uld huve Murshnl
Puu lk' s 11Iune on il. Now, us we roll
inlO OClober, Puul k mighl nOI even bo
inviled 10 1l1e Downiow n Alhlelic C lu b
for Ih e Trophy presenlalion. II 's nOI
Ihul Pllllik hliS pluyed poorly . It' s beCuuse he is looney nnd is Irying 10 compele wilh Ihe Monsler nllmbers he hus
PUI up in Ih e pOSI. Also, Heislllun
vOlers like 10 vOle for playe rs fro m
Mlionnl powerho llses, which SIU'
Deigo Inle is nol. TIlis is evidenl by
Ihe ImnOlln cemenl of Insl yen r' s winlIer. lUI ulldeserving, Gi no Torre lo.
In lighl of 111 is . I wi li lry 10 sho rl -

lisl Ihe probable Heisman eandidales .

If Ihe season ended loduy, Plorid a
Siale quarterback ChllIlie WIIId wo uld
be lhe winner. He' s led Ihe Seminole ' s
IUgh oelnno offense 10 lhe num ber one
ranking. If Plorida Siale goes undefeRled , he' ll win hnnds down . If he
slides, Tennessee quarlerbaek Healh
Schuller cou ld slca l Ihe pri ze. If
Schuller leaves school early and enlers
Ihe NPL drafl, he wi ll probably be Ih e
num ber one pick. The besl runnin g
back hopeful is nOI Po ulk, bUI Michignn 's Tyrone Whenlley. Oiller candidul es include Alabnmu' s M r. EveryIh ing, David Pu lmer, and Syrncuse
qUllIlerback, Mnrvin Gmves. However, don' l wri le off Paulk yel. If he
rUlishes 1l1 e seoson by pU ll ing up
numbers like he has in Iho POSI, he
could slilil ake ho me Ihe big prize.

Wnter Polo
Source

UMR' s Ware( Polo team hosted
the fin al lournament o f the year thi
past week.end . They took no pri soners
as UMR's 'A' team went undefeated
and UMR 's 'B' loom beat Vanderbilt's 'B ' loam arid lost c lose games 10
SIU and Vanderbilt's 'A' team.
Xn the fltSI gClIOc, UMR' s 'A'
leam played Vanderbilt's 'B ' leam.
P aul 'TIlt Water Polo God' Baundcndislel pul UMR on Ihe scoreboard
in 25 socond nnd UMR nover looked
bock.. UMR comc out with a bnng and
stomped Vanderbi lt 'B' IMm 17· 3.
Kort Sicimnwln, alo ng willi Boun<lendislcl onded up Wilh 5 goals, Ry an
' The Rockel' Hahn and Robert Hagan
scored tWo /lon ls & vieco, whlJe Kolth
Thompson , Brian Seh(wneycr, Doug
Cordier nnd Ed Midden each SCl)rcd
one for the good guys ,
UMR '~ 'B ' r ellm f'iced off
against SIU-CIIIbondalc . 'They started
off doing ,veil, but could n 'I hold On 10
their lead as they losl 9· 14. UMR
~ome off /.h tl ·ben.c h extremely hoi liS
Ed Midden IUld hrinn Schrameyer
scored tWo /lOtils m tne ran t 'tuarter

putting UMR up 4· 3. Dicon R endio
came off ho t also l\S he was booted
from tho first oCf IWO games in the 3 rd
quarter. Bill 'Jr.' Unzicker scored 3
poinls in Iho losing effort. Mark 'Who
Pinally Got G.lasses' Munoz found his
way 10 two goals while Ed 'Ed Sr'
Midden and Brian Schrarneyer scored
IWO go~ ls.
Vanderbill' s 'A' tearn was next
o n lho list of viclims for UMR's 'A'
learn. Paul B aundendistel added a
Ihree of his seven goals in the rl1'st
quarter giving UMR 8 3-0 lead. Kurt
' Mr HoleM an ' SleinmllIUl scored two
in Illeslaughler. Ed Midden, Keilh thompson and Brjan Schrameyer scored
one cach ending the gO lOe with the
UMR winning 12-2 over Vanderbilt.
UMR's 'B' ICCIIO played well
againsl Vanderbilt' s ' A' Icam, but
IIgain came up short in the losing effort. Rob }lagan ScOred two goals for
the Miners while Ed Midden, Schramoyer, Thompson, BaumstllIk. 8.\ld
Travis M cGee each scored one goal
(or'UMR. Eric 'Ed Jr.' Midden, in his
firs l water polo touOlClIOenl played
cxcolionl defense for UMR.
UMR 's ' A ' leam smashed 510 in
Iheir last .gamo of U"I tournament.
UMR played excellenl defense while
hUlimg dO,Vn stU's offense com-

Violence on the rise in athletics

p)elely. Kurl Stl'inmann added 5 go.als
for the Miners and Paul Baundendistel
scored three goals while Ryan Hahn
rock.eted two in. Doug 'I 'II Never
Leavo RoU o' Cordier, Keith ' Who
kept geumg his balls stolen' Thompson, Bill Unzickor and Brian
Schrarneyer scored one each. While
UMR 's offense racket up the goals,
their defense shutout SIU. not allowing a single STU go~1. The rmal score
ended up 14-0 for the Miners 'A' tearn.
In UMR's 'B' tcams last garno,
they played Vanderbilt's 'B' tearn.
Brinn ' Who steals balls from girls'
Schrarneyer scored 7 goa ls for the
winners. Pelo Baumslark. scored three
goals while Mark. 'lJ!.e Mole NoMore'
Munzo scored ·two. KeithThompson
and Ed Midden score a goal each for
Ille Miners. The fmal score ended up
the Miners 14, Vanderbilt 9.
The Water Polo leam would like
10 Illan.k: you for showing Ille support
by coming 10 watch the garnes; hope
you enjoyed Illem. The next home
10urnament will be in the spring.
The neXI tournamen t the Miners
will be playing is in Lillie Rock, Arkansas . They will be going up against
Texas A&M, Rico, Houston and UnivernilY of Arkansas , jusl to nClIOe a
few. Good Luck UMR W aler Polo.

M-Club Athlete
of the Week

TI,e grnppling cOllches wefe bolll SII Spend d lind ordered 10 refrai n from
Stllll' Writ or
IIssnulting fulu re oppos ing couches.
The NPL plnyer, Chuck ecil. who
Violence is o n Il,e rise in bOlh
delivered Ihe hil 10 k.llock Ihe reprofessionul [Uld colleg inle foolbllil
ceivor 's holmel off was rUled $30,000
IUld I. for one, couldn ' l be happior. by Ihe NPL for hi s rnlliioious lack.le.
Jusl II few wceks IIgo fltnS wiules cd
And rmllll y , tJIC player who nipped off
numerous brnw ls belweell compeling
Ihe Bi ll s fan s in Buffalo wns raned
college foolbl.11I riv llis. Hellds were $ .000 for ouch rnised finger.
Slepped Oil , helmels wero swun g in
Foolbllil is 1\ SPOri dominlllcd by
fury. l\IId coaches performed profes- power, speed. lU,d inliJnldnlio n. Imsionl,1 wrestlillg moves on one un- nge COn cious bigwigs in chill'S of
olher. A few weeks bef re Ill III. in the making lhe rules find dishing Oul Ille
NPL,II pillyer "IllS IlIcltled so viciously
pelll\llies for I),e N AA lI)1d lhe NPL
uner 01\1 hing II P"SS, IJill1 I,i ' hellllel hllve eilher never pluyed foolbnll or
WII S selll fl yi ng off of his helld. In Ille
hnve I Sl 10llch wilh Ihe spiril of Ihe
lopper, a Miami Dolphin plnyer had
glune. Pillyers nrc I8l1ghl frolll n very
slro d onlO Il,e field in Buffalo wilh curl y IIgo 10 innici bodi ly dlunllge o n
one fin ger 0 11 oneh hnnd rose In 80 1\11 0
every IlIckle a)ld bl k. In order 10
f Ihe Su ffll io fllns wholll he hlld ear- rnllill ini ll II psyc hologicul adva.nlllge
licrroforrcd to flS less th l\n hUIH flll . nover Ihe opposili II . players ofte ll
Icrl nin mcnt hnd seemed 10 fon h 1\ pin"IIII k Irns h" Ihrollghoul Ihe gIUIIC. In
nil Ie IIIIU vcry lhillg "IllS ri ghl ill Il'e IIlllny flses the combinlliioll of phys iwo rld.
ul as well liS verbul ub use lends 10 Ih .
Whlll fo llowed. lhough WIIS sick- IWOI tuu S losing control at s me pint
ellill8 10 Irue fll.lls ofbolh fOOlbnll lUld
IIl1d brellkin8 lhe rilles . Although viopur . unndu ltcffil -d. mind numbing IIIIioll5 of Ihe rilles sh IIld be dellil
violellce. The pili ers involved in Ihe
wil h. Ihe punishmelll . h uld be
cOllcgc frn n~ werc sevcrcly repri- handed OUI dllri ng Ihe gn.me . Foolbll il
mnnded nnd Ihrcnlcnc I wilh s\l spen- hilS bee ll pillycd prell much Ihe SIUl1e
sion upon f\ r p01\1 or thi s violnlion.
Trllvls Dunnlllgton

wfly s ince ils inceplion. TI,e cUlTenl
kick 10 CUi down on violcnce in Ille
NFL is IIlhinly veiled ullempl 01 mllrkeling Ihe counlry 's 11'1 051 popul nr
lellguo 10 even more people. However
Ihe leugue hilS been Il,e country's fav ril e for a lo ng lime. Iflhe legis lalors
of fool bull cal\l'OI remember how Ille
gam c used 10 be pluyed maybe 0 quick
his lOry lesson is in order.
Some of Il,e greales l foolba ll
players of aU lim e were fll so SOll1e of
Ille IlIlS liesl. Mike Dilka, as a light end
for the h i c lI~ I) bellIS. used 10 knock
peop le s illy wilh some o f his blocks.
Dick Bulku s, pl ay ing linebllcker for
Iho Bears in Ihe 1960's. used lodeliver
some f the most vicious forearm s in
Ihe leoguo. Juek Talum reg ul nrl y
kllocked o pponenls un onscious fro ll1
hi s ~ afe l Y posi l; n. once even paralyzing II receiver. TI,ese players wer' nOI
hided for Ihei r slyle of piny , Illey were
revered. B Ul kus and Dilkll wcro even
indu led ill 10 Ih e Pro Foolball Hall of
PIUlle. Jusl imllgille Ihe upronr if the
league wns I hnve fined Hall fF nme
lill ebll ker Ja k Lamb 'rl f r delivering on' of his bone cnlOching hilS on
on pposing ball cllrrier 10 preserve 0
slell llr viclory.

As far os Ihe players being raned
for negutivcly influencing Ihe grune or
ils flUl S by sideline brawls o r obscene
hand geslures , maybe we oughllo rUle
fOOlball' s leaders for negolively influencing Ihe game wi lh thei r g recd WId
{1m indifference. What' s worse for
youngsler's , seeing rul obscene geslure or bei ng forced 10 pay obscene
tickel prices? Do you Ihink Ihal k.ids
arc influenced allY more negalively by
foolball playe rs raghling on ille sidelines Illan by imbeci le pro-wresllers
ru,d pyromuniac leenage cartoon
duos?
TI,e foolball heud-honchos
need 10 "luke up nnd realize Ihol fool -

M-C lub
Source

boll is all aboul violence and oggrcssion lind IhuI IO curb any of illi s wou ld
like making Ihe Ro lllI college experi -

1-- - - - - - - - - - - --1

ence elljoyob le. As fllr as I am concemed Ihe people who nil' fool ball
need I SlOp worrying aboul how Illcy
should marketfOOlbalilo Ameri a and
slllrt w rryi ng abou l Ihose of us who
IIIe olrcady fR.ns. I speak for m Sl
when I say Ihal if I d no l wilness p uin
ruld injury I wi ll case walching the
NFL and lurn C mple lely 10 Ihe NIIlion lll H key Leaglle where v io lence
is nOI oll ly lo leraled bil l is encouraged.

TIlis week's M-Club alhlele of
Ih e week is Miko Wise, senior co·
caplain WId qUllIlerback. o{ Ille Miner
foolbal licani. 1n las t weekend's game
against Southwes rBnplisl, Wise compiled some very impressive SlaLS . He
completed 10 of 16 passes for a 10181 of
l 02 ylU'ds and 2 10 uchdowns. He was
uble lorushfor 133ya(dson 13cnrries,
agai n r r 2 louchdowns. Congralul. liolls Mike, and good luck. wi th illC rosl

---~IJ3'1991
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Because during National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, your school
will host all kinds of activities and pre·
sentations focusing on the safe and
responsible consumption of alcohol by
students of legal drinking age. Among
the activities is a "Know When To Say
When" poster contest that pays a
....'i
$5,000 scholarship for the poster that
most creatively and effectively promotes responsible drinking.
Sponsored in part by Anheuser·Busch, NCAAW is about
the health, safety and social issues you face when you drink.
It's about avoiding abusive drinking situations. And it's
about adding to your margin of safety, and that of everyone
else, by' drinking responsibly.

M·Club

It's certainly something worth talking about. So why not
get in on the conversation .
National Collegiate Alcohol Awa .. eness Week is the kind
of grass roots program that Anheusel'·llusch supports to
encourage responsible drinking by adult collegians. For
more information on this and other programs, contact
NCAAW, Fort Hays State University; 600 Park Street, Hays,
Kansas 67601-4099 or your local Anheuser-Busch
wholesaler.

FRIENDS KNOW WHEN
TO SAY WHEN"

Source
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Goatee
other contribution is on "Window
of Opportunity". You can hear his
influence, but the song is
plain dwnb. The lyrics make little
sense, and what help Mink
adds to the chorus and bridge is
ruined by the cheesy synthesizer
sound of the verses.
"Organ" is a silly song of days of
youth spent in the basement with a
boy and a keyboard. It recalls the
tales of Angel food for thought
although the humor is quaint rather
than
gut busting. It's a nice story, but it
doesn't connect with me.
Similarly, "Janet Clark" is a song
built around the love of a
bank teller who falls in love with a
bank robber. It's a funny
premise, but it doesn't really catch
me.
The spoken word pieces "curb",
"su!",r", and "mirror room"
focus on breaking up in rush hour,
shopping for food, and a child
alone with a mirror. They are longe
pieces than the work on
Cadell's previous albwn, and they
show th at Cadell can still
write . The three pieces are all alike
in' th at they are excellent
in descri bing the pictures, motions,
and thoughts behind the
scenes of an event which might seen
commonpl ace.
The most notable songs are
"Georgian Bay, 24 and
·F·orevermore". "Bark of the Tree",
and "Strength". "Georg ian Bay"

NFC-East: T

,mRFK and gay

~'01ltloss in40y,

from page 6
is slow and mysterious. "Bark" is a
capella, and Cadell asswnes
the role of one who ponders over a
long failed marriage.
"Strength" paints the picture of a
mother' s and daughter's
relationship fracturing at the kitchen
table. Cello and acoustic
guitar play back and forth in the
background, and they compliment
Cadell's voice very well:
Bombazine is not the Meryn
Cadell albwn I was looking for
after her outstanding debut Save for
three good pieces of
spoken word, Cadell has sacrificed
her performance art stylings
and decided to focus on songs.
While this in itself isn't
necessarily a problem, the songs presented are not really that
great. Most of the humor is weak,
and the music is rarely catchy
or remarkable. The dramatic songs
are better, but they are few
and far between. Hopefully,
Cadell's next album will be more

band 'Til Tuesday. I know they had
a hit or two in the eighties,
but for all intents and purposes,
"Whatever" is my first taste of
Aimee Mann' s musical fruit. M"y
only other brush with her was
that I heard she put on a really nice
show at the Pointfest
earlier this semester. So I decided to
take a listen to her .
album, and I like it.
"Whatever" is a collection of decidedly pop songs. The
first track, "I Should've Known," is
chock full of "bop bop
boo"'s. "Aaaaah" choruses. and

Beatle-esque hooks. She gets help
from Roger McGuinn of the Byrds
on a nwnber of songs to help
solidify that ~J 's jangly, pop sound
so typical of current bands
such as Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.
PrOducer Jon Brion adds most of
the instrumentation on the
album. I've never heard of him, but
his work on "~" is
consistent.
excellent. Unlike many "do it an"
producers who dominate an
album' s credits , Brion has constructed a well balanced and
enjoyable album . Mann' s voice is
pu t out in front of the mix.
Aimee Mann
On songs such as "4th of July", you
"Whatever"
can hear her waver and
Imago Recording Company (1993)
7 goatees
strain, but it' s not a blemish on the
recording . In fact, it
- - rmusl admit.- idoh't kn6W much- - make; th'C 'atbum-much mure' inti-- about Aimee Mann or her old
mate.

Album Review

"Mr. Harris" is a very nice piano

and oboe based song on
mismatched love between a young
woman and an old man. Kind of a
Harold and Maude type tlting without any death or sex or hearses.
It has a nice setting, and the lyrics
are sweet and nostalgic.
But in general, the lyrics of most
of the songs need a bit
of work. There isn't a lot of depth in
good nwnber of the
songs. "I Know There's a Word"
says that there must be a word to
describe how I feel because "it's in
the dictionary." It's a
beautiful song about being rundown,
but that line just strikes me
as being kind of dwnb. The slower,

a

pop'song like the rest of
them. It even throws 'in a bit of
organ at the end. "Fifty Years
After the. Fair" is the histori.cal tale
of someone older who went
to the New York World's Fair. It' s a
nice song, but it holds
little depth. It's main plus is that it
features Roger McGuinn
on guitar and backing vox . But for
all of my jeers, these pop
songs are right on because they are
just about simple pop things.
,On paper, "Whatever" is one of
those albums that I could
hate with a passion. It's filled with
simple' songs, simple lyrics, and 'pop production, but I find
that 1 like it a lot. It
doesn't fall on cliches, and it doesn't
have a ton of production
tricks hiding the music. Mann is put
out front, and the songs
are done faithfully. For once, the
pop simplicity is real and
not just a way to hide the weaknesses of the albwn. Amiee Mann's
"Whatever" stays right in a nice pop
niche, and it's Byrdsian
feel should please those who like the
pop side of Tom Petty.

"breakup" song, "Stupid
Thing", keeps repeating "Oh you
stupid thing" at the start of
each line of the chorus. Mann' s
lyrics keep asking why he
drifted away from her. I started to
count the number of times
Mann sings "Oh you stupid thing" in
the song, but 1 went bonkers
and gave up. Maybe this stupid lyric
is why he drifted away.
"Stupid Thing" is definitely a high
Goatee Rating System
school angst song if 1 ever
10- GO BUY ITNOW!!!
heard one. Lots of Reo Speedwagon
9 . Great album , buy tomorrow
type themes .
8 - Decent, buy next week
"I Could Hurt You Now " is pro·
7 - Ok for the style, wait a month
duced by the great Tony Berg
6 - Only for di~hard fans
(Edie Brickell , Michael Penn). It
starts alIi lik'e 'a Suzrume Veg'a ' .... , 5'1 - LlUldfill material' . o . So terrible, you must have it
song, but breaks into a regular old
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Fortelka rates week #7 action
Brian Fortelka
StafT Writer

This NFL season is shaping up to
be one of the most injury plagued in recent history. One of the main reasons
for the increased injuries is the beloved astroturf that owners everywhere are all for. The new dome
stadiums that are being built everywhere will forever change the aspect
of footbalL Many key players for
teams were injured last week due to
astroturf. Here is how the NFL shapes
up after six weeks of play.
NFC-Central: If a loyal Chicago
fan was asked before the season started
if the Bears would be buying for first
place after five games , I'm sure most
people would respond , Yeah Right!
Well Da Bears are back and they are
just as feroious as they were when they
were Super Bowl Champions in1985.
Richard Dent !'TId Steve McMicheal
are back to their old tricks, while Jim
Harbaugh has figured the quarterback
position OUL.Up in Packer-land, the
Cheese Heads grated the Broncos on
Sunday Night, but still are respectless
in the Central.
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Parcell's gained his first win as Patriots head coach by beating up on the
Phoenix Cardinals. Bill hasn't forgot
from his days at New York that the
Cardinals are always good Whipping
boys.
AFC-East: The trash talking Dolphins strolled into the dog-pound last
Sunday. The came out as winners, but
the price was high. Dan "I am the Man"
Marino could be lost for the season
with a knee injury .... Boomer and the
Jets ran into a fle sty Raider team and
got shot down in LA. The Jets just
can't seem to get the job done.

Lock of the Week: Philadelphia at
N. Y. Giants The Eagles hopes rely on
the shoulders of Bubby Brister and
thats not good. The G-Men are looking to take full control of the East, and
they should. Giants 36 Eagles 17
Upset Special: Seattle at Detroit.
The Seahawks own one of the leagues
top defenses. Whether it was in the
Silver Dome or King Dome, it don't
matter, the Seahawks will roll.
Detroit 9
Seattle 17

APC-Central: The Steel Curtain
defense is back in Pittsburgh. Led by
Greg Lloyd, the Steeler Defense
crushed the Chargers chances last
Sunday. Big game next week with the
Saints coming to town ... David
Klingler and the Cincinnati Bengals
gave the Chiefs a scare last week but
still can't seem to put it all together.

YOUR SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING
DEGREE GITS A TECHNOLOGICAL
EDGE wrrn AIR FORCE ROTC.
When you graduate. you can move your scientific o r
engineering career into the realm of lasers, satellites ...
a whole range of different technologies that your peers
wi ll never see.
First step: Air Force ROTC - ' a bright idea for sharpminded college students.
You may qualify for two- through four-year scholarships that go a long way 'toward covering the costs of
higher ed ucation. Plus. you'lI receive $100 each academic mont h for living expenses.
And when you graduate. your commission as an
Air Force officer means you can take your professional
degree into an environment like no other in the world with technologies brought to bear on the most important job in the worla: national defense.
.
If your mind i~ on ~cien~ or engineering. give some
serious thought to Air Force 'ROTC, now. Call 341-4925

. Many divisions are still up for
grabs. The Saints remain the only
undfeated team in the NFL The game
of the week for week 7 could be the
4gers at Dallas. The clashing of two
titians in the NFC. Here is a break
down of the rest of week 7.

NFC·East: The N.Y: Giants came '
·Week#7
to RFK and gave the._Redskihs their
orst loss in 40 years. Phil Simms and
L.A. Rams
at Atlanta
David Meggett made the Skin's look
Cleveland
at Cincinnati
sad in a 41-7 whitewash ....The COW"
Houston
at New England
boys had a bye in week 6, even though
Kansas City at San Diego
they played the powerhouse Colts.' New Orleans at Pittsburgh
This one wasn't much of a match up
Philadelphia at N.Y. Giants
For the Cowboys, who are probaSan Francisco at Dallas
bly looking forward to this week's
Seattle
at Detroit
game with the Forty Niners .... Bill
Washington at Phoenix(MON)

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

WANT ACCESS TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM OF
THE NEXT GENERATION?

~"isone of
[could
lIt. [t's ftlled wiil

.~

",

Iple ·

UNIX fir

E~ERYONEf

, '

Now' available~to' alI students:

'eduction, bUll fm!

II
l
\ches, and il doesD
luction

.

music. Mann IS pi
songs
y. For oncc,ID'
real and
hide IDe weak' 'I
JJ1l. Amiee
;righlin8I1lCer'

CAN THIS CLASS BE SAVED?
Tuesday, October 19; 7:00 p.m.
G-8 TJ-Hall-AEC
Facilitator: Ms. Diane Stutts

Mar:

/ldsian
. eiJj
:IDosewho lil:
pell}"

TEST ANXIETY
Wednesday, October 20; 7:00 p.m.
G-8 TJ-Hall-AEC
Facilitator: Dr. George Schowengerdl

Sponsored by
Counseling & Career Development
204 Norwood Hall; 341-4211

To obtain an account go to MCS 114,
present Student I. D., ask for a saucer account,
and become a part of the "IN CROWD"

*** Features NOW Available: ***
E -Mail Service
GOJPher Access
Ne tNews Access
And many more to be added!

Documenlalion and Help Desk Available

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND !!
(fHIS IS AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM!!!)

, .. I .

~
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by W.B. Park

by David Miller

Billy ' s hous e, t heir road kill is
a lot m ore disgusting than this!"
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Campus Gossip

.

Sh annon·

Miscellaneous

Dairy Queen That's Right!

you a re the luckiest gal · I'm jeal ous

1987 Dodge Lancer ES Turbo

Maja you slacker, you'll never catch up with me,

Love,

made my day.

Lico ,

YLS

Sarah.

Ticcer,

P. S. look for those flyers

Ch i Sigma's

a~

the SWE fl yer maker

Angela

awesome!!!

Electric Fuel Injection; AC, PS , PB, 5 speed,
Shoe have a bee r! the curfew slacker

Shannon·

AslUng S5,OOO 000

Thank you for helping me when I was broke·

lENG
Slinky preferes litt le snakes, TM #5

Jody-

Kenwood Stereo
Receiver, T~pe deck, C. D. Player

Thanx for helping me out when I was in a bind.

S500

Lico,

Stinky can't handle big snakes

Sorry about missing B+B

S575
Shannon·
Speake r Stands

A,IUng S20

Don't tell anyon e about the bomb thaI went off in

Chera· I miss us not hanging out+our talks

the Library (3rd fl oo r)

Lico, Angela

joking.

Several full timel part time positions' being filled

How many dates did you have?

Lisa

in Customer Service, Marketing, Display. Id eal

U CO,

cepted. Call forappt, (314) 364-534 1, from 2pmInterviewing at Dru ry lnn. Hwy 63 North. Rolla,

Go Kappa Delta· Great Job on Softball!
Now leI's go get them in football!

Sh eri .
"She throws and its outta-there! ,"

Hey, Herf, how was last Saturday night?

lEN,

'.

job!!

Let's do Denny's, eh?

JOMA RIE-

George

THE CfUCKENS ARE FULL.

COACH

Lico,

UCO,

YBS

YBS

P. S. Nice goal

A personal just for you.

4462

NlCE BooTS

To my FIT.,
Angela,

~.

Can I borrow your·hat? I need a glove.

I will beat you in spiril points because I'm bigger

than you!

Amie,

Except our conceptions of God and time

Gooo job at the football game. Too bad you wiped

Lico,

These are the things
That seem to have no limit or bound

out. Ouch. SAFE!

You know who

Your Fffi.

Nal,

Pepsi - for that deep down H3 thirst!

Sonya ,
Thanks for watching my sweatshi rt .

Barry, Kevin, and Dyrk.

Shooz

The Bee

Maybe God can limit time
But only He

Nat, SaM, and Sheri,
Jeff,

Arnie

Thanx for helping to get my friends drunkl Then

T ime Rider
Madona.

having 3 Pepsis in one night!

Thanks for going to the football game and after

a.Pet

hours with me ,

BigL

TJ ~orth softball

reach places?

Where's my goal ?

Lico,

were there all season we would have been 6-0.

So how Do you get 1ell-0 out of these hard to

Keith,

BigL

Olive Sl Apl4

Thanks for coming to our softball games. If yoa

Ha· chuu!

T ime does not limit Goo

1 no longerwanllaundrydone atthis localion: 603

. Nat, Sarah, and Sheri

Jeff A. C. (a. k.a Jell-O)

JWQ

Lice ,

Tina the WAR DOG

Are fruit loops considered fruit?

How about another game .

Kevin and Barry

Kay Dee football players,

T om,

Way to go on your first game! Keep it up!

Proud to be your BUDI

Nin,
Thanx Jeff, for being an awesome softball coach ·
way to go Kappa Delta 4-21
Go Kappa Delta: Team of the WeekI G~t job

Andrea,
I will get you back. Db yes, J ,will get you back.

] SYSlem, SlUden

Dave.
We wouldn'l forgel you.

Brandi - you definitely deserve AtlJlete of the

Mike

WeekI

coaches.

At Jeff are awesome Kappa Delta football Thanks for coming to our ~ames .
TJ North Softball

Lico,

Personals

Li sa

Carrie,

Madona,

you are the best little sisl

You haven ' t done anything dumb forme to make

Lico,

fun of you for this week. Too bad.

YBS

Lico,

.

Francie,

Thanx Beth, Amanda, SaM, Brandi, Chris,

Amy + Zach

Is it okay to be filled with hate?

Stephani e, and Karen for swimming for Kappa

Dina! Thank for your support all year.

George

Delta· you did wonderful .

TJ North Softball

Kisten,

DUimbabe·

Lambda Sigs an: outra geously coolll

Chi Omega is AWESOME

Great job in soccer, Iii sis! Way to gal

Isn't phys ics TERRIFlC7I?

YBS

George

Shelly,

one to laUe to you are the sweetesll

Go AFROTC football - yea, l am 181

BananAS arc coo l, but what about pesticides?

Lico ,

Sonya is a great little sis ,

Sigma Chi·

Shannon·
Thanks for going over to Sigma Nu with me, for

Stinky needs a wip e

just an hour! (H a! Hal )

T . M. #5

Dak imbabe,

Do you know when your next game is?

Where should we have our ne xt ?

Your Intramural Manager

George
P. S. Have you seen Bob?

Lico ,

r

Dawn
Hey Pi Kaps .

YBS

. '~~!

coolest.

YBS

Lico,

JENG

Kym ,

.. _ ..... -

.

·~~.'M~~:rh gefl~g~e\l~~wi\h'tJ,lygestures+wo r~
\ __ _-5/

••

~ )- .~_~.-_ _ .. ... _ . ,- _

ICnltime. Theappc
: IYai!able, along'
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->29

Keep going - just a few mo rt: months lUltil our trip.

~

1

1NR anytime atl

~

Thanks for a great derby days. You guys are the

Thanx for always being there when 1 need some·

-

SlUden~willha\
ainImenI times for

6-North

These weren't too bad, were they?

The sewer is nol capable of handling th~ load.

Ceiling fan for sale. Call 341·9616.

BIGFOOT BETH-

COACH

than you, I'm slron ger than you, and I'm bigger

To whom il may concern:

WOO - WOO, I·O! LET'S KEEP IT GOING.

Chickenhawk,

Where was your date?

Congrats on a great week!

All else will someday cease to confound

COACH

an -0 FB PL-\ YERS-

Love, George 's Dakimbabe

You'n: the best little sis! Just remember your fi rsl

C~rrie·

Girls Soccer,

Everything has a limit

NlCESAFETY. DON'T FORGET - TWO NEXT
GAME.

Hey Mom, Dad, and Daltirnb.be,

MO, Tues, Oct 26, Ipm , 2pm, 3pm, promptly.
UMITS

MARK

COACH

lac,

YBS

start. 3 assistant manage r posi-

4pm. Sun, Oct 24 or 8am-9am. Mon, Oct 25.

Heard any trains through the rail lately?

Snooze (l mean Shooz)

bat.

I was just joking. It didn't work for me. I was just
Carrie·

S7.50-~9.50Jhr to

Sheri,

We hav e a floor!

Mom - you're an awesome catcher. And I 'm sure

Sonya,

The Library

tions also available . Complete training if ac-

To the Basement Room :

Dad will come back soon, so keep swingin ' that

AslUng SIOO

for neat, professional college men and women.

TlHA women's flag footbaU kicks bun.

Oh, sorry, you don't n:member, do you?

Lico,
Single Size FUlon

Shooz

T. M. you guys are awesome th anks for listen ing.

JENG

With Yamaha Speakers

TAILGATE!

Zac , One more Burp and your ruMing h ills

Lico,

ROB TAYLOR@USBM 364-3169-247

Eugene.
Thanks a million for the disc. Your generosity

Lico,

cruise, 25 mpg

Home 435-6563

Jeff L.
lllanks just for being you ,

lEN

Four door coupe w/sunroof; Maroon; High perfonnance tires S alloy wheels; 2.2l 4 cyl inder

.

r',' I

ISrr

se~ gps~ip. I p~gElt7 ~Telephone
tInl>;y ljime~jI'
I.
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Sivils receives scholarship Order of the Steel Ring reinstated

~

~

News Services
SOURCE

yO!

A proposal to study the photo-degradation of chlorinated dioxins has
earned student Dale Sivils a scholarship of $6,000 for the '93-'94 academic year.
Sponsored by Trans World Airlines,
four such scholarships are awarded in
the Universiry of Missouri for studies
in the sciences leading to solutions of
environmental problems. A total of
forry-three applications were reviewed for this year's awards.
The remediation of hazardous waste
is Sivils' goal, both short and long
term. Specifically, he proposes to

study the effect of ultra-violet radiation on vapor and air-born dioxin. By
interfacing a two-dimensional gas
chromatograph with a photo reactor,
Sivi ls's plans to study the disappearance of dioxins and the appearance of
neutral p'hoto products.
Much attention has been attracted
by the recent discovery of several siles
in the State of Missouri where the soil
is contaminated with 2, 3, 7, 8 tetrachloro-d ibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD).
Th.is material presents a much greater
hazard in the form of vapor or airborne aerosols that can be ingested
through inh alation. Sivils' study aims
to identify the fate of these forms when
subjected to ultraviolet radiation.
Sivils is a Ph.D. student in the
Chemistry Dep'artment and works in
the Center for Environmental Science
and Technology under the guidance of
Dr. Shubhender Kapila.

News
Services
SOURCE

The University of Missouri-Rolla
chapter of ·the National Society of
Professional Engineers is resurrecting
the Order of the Engineer Steel Ring
Ceremony. The ceremony is common
at most engineering schools across the
U.S. and Canada and was once celebrated here at UMR as well . In recent
years it has been neglected. Due to
renewed interest it will be held again
near the end of each semester.
The Order of the Engineer is an organization whose missions is to foster

and preserve pride, dedication and
ethics within the engineering profession . A student is inducted into the organization by acceptance of an 'Obligation of Ethics' and symbolizes this
commitment by wearing a stainless
steel ri,1g on the little flOger of the
working hand. The ring serves as a
reminder to all who see if that an engineer is dedicated to his profession and
the public it serves.
The Steel Ring Ceremony is for all
graduating seniors, graduate students
and practicing engineers. It will be
held November 29 at 8:00 p.m. in
Chemical Engineering G-3. To be
inducted into the Order of the Engineer
register at the Office of the Dean, !OI
ERL, before October 29. There is a fee
of 512.50 including a sized stainless
steel ring and a certificate of membership in the Order of the Engineer.

Wesley Foundation lends a hand
News Service
SOURCE

IH ULL

Doug Sobery

from page 1
Students will have registration ap>ointment times for access to the TIl
~ VR system. Students can access the
IT/VR anytime after their appointnent time. The appointment time will
(IlfJll'IIes.
>e available, along with the schedule
)f classes, in the Registrar's Office be~ ~inning October 20. Students can
,Iect to obtain their registration ap>ointment time through STUINFO on
heir UMRVMA CMS account. Regstration appointment times are schedlIed by the level of the student and
',...., ..Ul
lumber of hours within that level ir.
he fOllowing order: PhD, MS, SR , JR,
;oPH ,andFR. Students are perrnitted
rtVI:1I'Irt
bydJl' YoOl-.Iccess to the system multiple times
Ising adds and drops in order to build
lo appropriate schedule for the next
;emester. Complete instructions for
he use of the system will be included
n the schedule of classes.
Students should schedule appoinl nents with their advisers during the
Neek prior to Advising Week, October
~5-29 . Telephone registration ap. page~ '>oiilllnent .time§'stllrt onMonday. No9pS?\PJ "1' 'ember I.

--.

'

Do you ever feel the need to serve?
To help others with the simple reward
of ajob well-done artd the appreciation
of those who needed the help? Every
semester the Wesley' Foundation, an
ecumenical Christian organization,
sponsors at least one significant service project. This ~emes ter, on StuCo
weekend, we are travelling to Kansas
Ciry in order to perform some minor
repairs at the Don Bosco Center.
The Don Bosco Center provides
many services for the Kansas City
community, from scout meetings to
senior citizen get-togethers. More
specifically, and possibly more notable, the Center provides KC area
residents with counseling services,
refugee settlement work, dasses for
English as a second language, and an
alternative high school for people that
drop out of regular school. It exists as
a non-profit center loosely tied to the
United Way Agency and those involved with it really appreciate the
help offered by UMR students.

Our main role will be to help in
renovating an old convent for use as a
family and child counseling center.
Some other services we will provide
are painting and outdoor landscape.
Anybody with experience in mortar
work and bricklaying, carpet laying,
floor repair, and painting would be
greatly appreciated; however, there is
considerable work to be done and anyone is welcome.
It's great experience , physically
and spiritually, but do not let the title
"Fall Work Project" fool you. These
work trips are a lot of fun too. There
will also be time to do a little exploring
of Kansas City, and there are likely [0
be games and other activities at night.
~I of which overlooks the most important point of all. The group that
works together bonds together, creating friendships that will go beyond
this moment of service. Come do
something you can be proud of.
All you need to bring is a sleeping
bag, a pillow cr other bedding and $10
to help cover food for the weekend
("scholarships' are available for those
who need it). The group will have
access to a kitchen and we will cqok
most of Our meals. If you would like
to join us, or have other questions just
call the Wesley Foundation (next to
the Post Office) at 364-1061. We
appreciate .the help!

,4
~
F
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Aid
otechnical and Environmental Data," 204 McNutt .

- Fall Concours 1993, open to all college and
university students desiring to have their poetry

quest initial application materials from the fol-

anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top

lowing sources:

4;30 pm O:!emistry Seminar, Leonard W. Flne,
"'The Discovery of Nuclear Fission: A Case Study

7:00 pm. Cycling Club MIg., G-l Roll a Building

7:00 pm "T est Anxiety," G-S TJ Hall-AEC

SIOO; Second Place: S50; Third

Place: S25; Fourth '" Fifth Place: $20

5:30 pm Society of Women Engineers Mtg .,

Awards of publication for .all accepted manu-

Nominees have to be juniors who expect \0
ceive their baccalaureate degrees between

n.

cember,1994 and August, 1995. Nomineeahavt

National Research Council, 2101 Constitution
Av enue, Washington D. C. 20418 , or telephoning

be United States citizens.
Also , nominees have to be committed 101
career in public service. The T nunan Foundalioa

(202) 334-2872.
2. On campus from graduate deans , deans of

defines public service as "employment in:

7: 00 pm Associated General Contractors Mtg.,

scripts in our popular, handsomely bound and

114CE

copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLE· '

science and enginee rin g school s, heads of depart-

public-interest organizations, nongovernmental

govememnt at any level, unifonned services,

GIATE POETS.

ments in disciplines re lated to the fellowship, fel-

7:00 pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg., G·3 Shren!<

Contest Rules and Restrictions:

lowship offices , and fin ancial aid offices that have

research and/or educational organizations, and

requested materials.

Miles Auditorium, ME. Admission is by' season

7: 00 pm American Society of Civil Engineers

vers e.

public-service oriented non-profit organizations
such as lhose whose primary purposes are to help

ticket or 53 at the doo r.

Mtg., 114CE

':00 pm Student Council Mtg., 204 ¥cNutt

1. Any student is elegible to submit his or her

7:00 pm UMR Film Series, "Reggae Sunsplash."

7:00 pm American Society of Mechanical Engi-

7:30p m Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg., 32 1 Chern Eng

7:30pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 3 15 Chern Eng

2. All entries must be original and unpub-

ing: Fellowship Application-Pa rt I, Fellowship

needy or dip.dvantaged persons or to protect the

Application- Part 2, Propsed Plan of Study and Re-

environment."

lications are acceptabl e . .

search, Previous Research and Experience, Un-

3. All entries must be typed, double·spaced,

Reference Report forms. After an applicant has

ments are encouraged to send potential nominea

Academic de:pan-

completed and returned Fellowship Application-

to Donald B. Oster, Associate Professor of Hi5-

left-hand comer the name, and addredd of the

Part I to the Fe llowship Office, NRC, an applica-

tory, room 12A. H-SS Building, for preliminary

McNutt

student as well as the college attended. Put name

tion packet containing the remaining forms will be

screening.

and address in envelope also. (A lwnni Welcome).

sent to the applicant.

lege, at St. Charles.

lenght of poems up to fourteen lines. Each poem
5. The judges decision will be fmai. No info

8: 00 pm Starfleet Mtg., Maramec
7:00 pm "Can This Class Be Saved?" G-8 TJHA

by phone.

9:00 pm Arnold Ai r Society Mtg., 208 Harris

Financial Aid
The Sacramento Bee, a 23.600 circulation

15, as the nomination proc~ must be completed
IMPORTANT:

Each applicant should ar-

before December 2.

range with registnlrs and referees to have tran-

ered directly to the applicant in sealed envelopes.

INTRODUcnON TO BIOMEDICAL RI.
SEARCH ENCOURAGES MINORITY STIJ.

DENTS TO PURSUE SOENCE CAREER

scripts and Reference Report fonns mailed/deliv-

6. Entrants shold keep a copy of all entries as

The transcripts, Reference Report fonns , and

they cannot be returned. Prize winners and all au-

other application materi als should be placed in the

Are you an academically talented minority

thors a~a rded publication will receive a gold-seal

return envelope with the fellOWShip Application-

student in your junior or senior year of colleae?

certificate ten days after the deadline. Forei gn

Part2andmailed to the Fellowship Office. Do not

Or in your first year of graduate .or mediCiI

language poems welcome.

delay mailing of the Application-Part 2

school? Are you interested in a career in biomedi-

8:00 pm College Republicans Mtg., 205 H·SS
7:00 pm ASCE i l l Review Session, 114 CE

Oster's campus ph'o ne is 4g17.

Students need to contact Oster before October

4. There are no restrictions on form or theme.

must have a separate title. (Avo id ·'Untitl ed").

Meeting Officer Nominations.

Mtg., 211 McNutt

of Missouri-Rolla aa

on one side of the page only. Each poem must be

7:30 pm UMR men 's soccer, Lindenwood Col

7:00 pm Association of Engineering Geologists

University

nomiv=nate three students.

on a separated sheet and. must bear, in the upper

McNutt

7:00 pm Tau Beta Pi Mtg., Chern G3 General

The

dergraduate GPA Form, academic transcripts, and

7:30pm Society of Mining Engineers Mtg. , 201

7:00 pm ASCE m Review Session, G·5 H-SS

7:00 pm SocietyofPetrleum Engineers Mtg., 2 12

A complete application consists ofthe follow-

lished. Poems previously printed in student pub-

neers Mtg., 114 CE

7. There is an initial S3 registration fee for the

in

order to include all materials; items not included

first entry and a fee

with the Application-Part 2 may be mailed some-

of one dollar for each additional poem .

what later but without undue delay.

cal research.
. The Nationallnstitute Allergy and InfectiOli

Dise.... (NIAID) in Bethesda, Md, off.,. tbt

8:00 pm SUB: C~edian Paul Gilmartin, UCE

McOatchy

Cafeteria. UMR Intrafratemity Council and St.

capital city, offers swnmer internships in report-

8. All entries must be postmarked not later

It is suggested that applicants obtain a record

Introduction to Biomedical Research Prognm

Pat's Conuninee will be serving "mocktails"

ing, sports, copy editing, photojumalism and in-

than the above deadline and fees be paid, cash,

of the mailing dates by requesting a " Certificate of

tha; acquaints academically talented minority.

Mailing" from the post office.

newspaper located in California ':

fographics. The interships are full-time for 12

check or money order to:

8:00 pm Koinonia Mtg., 305 Chem Eng

weeks and pay S375 a week. Interns are responsibles for their own housing. Reporting interns

INTERNATIONAL PUBUCATIONS

8:00 pm Chi Alpha Mtg. , Missou ri

will do rotations in metro,business and features.

Los Angeles, Ca 90044

Sports intems will spend.time writing as well as

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 31, 1993

P.O. BOX 44044-L

dents with ca reer opportunities in biomedical research.

SCHEDULE AND DEADLINES

"nus

program offer.; minority srudcoll

November 5, 1993 _ P06lmark deadllne for

from across the country an in-depth and inteDIC

Fellows hip Application-Part 1_ This fonn must

four-day introduction to NlAD-NllI," said Vm-

be mailed to the Fellowship Office, NRC, in an

cent A. Thomas, M. S. W., M P. A., program

9:00 pm Alph.a Chi Sigma Pledge MIg., 140

working on the sports copy desk. Copy ediling,

ChemEng

photo ansd infographics interns will assume

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CON·

envelope postmark ed no later than November

director. 'This initiative grew out of the Instiwu',

regualr shifts in their departments.

STRUCTION SCHOLARSIUPS. Two SI ,OOO

5, or to be delivered In person by that date.

concern about the underreprescntation of minori-

10:00 pm Table Tennis Club Pnlctice, Miner Rec

CU.

January 4, 1994 - P05tma r deadline for

degree or be recent g1'llduates.

Concrete Research and Education. Foundation

fellowship Appilcatlon· Part 2. The following mao

Apply by De<embe. 1, 1993 to:

(Con REf) for undergl'1lduate study in concrete

terials should be mailed with Application-Part 2:

construction for the 1994-95 academic year.

Proposed Plan of Study and research, Prev ious

tutes of Health (NllI). focuses on investigatioal

REQIilREMENTS:

Research and Experience, Undergraduate GPA

on the causes of allergic, immunologic and Wee-

NEWS and . SPORTS REPORTERS and

the number of minority scientists."

COPY EDITORS should send a cover letter, res-

10:00 am American NuciearSociety High School

ume with three telephone references and up to 10

These awards are open to any undergl'1lduate

Fonn, transcripts and Reference Report forms,

tious diseases and development ofbeaermaemlO

Visit, Meramec Room

clip' demonstnting a range of work. including

student in the Ynited states or canada. The student

with exceptions noted below under the January 24

prevent, diagonise and treat these illnesses. III

headlines for copy editors . Mail materials to:

shan have achieved senior status in a four-year or

deadline. These materials mus t be mailed to the

addition to researchers working in NlAID Jabora-

l.!3O pm STUCO Lawyer, Walnut

Editoriallntemship Director,

longer undergraduate program in engineering .

Fellowship omce, NRC, In an envelope post-

tories, NlAID supports scientists at U. S. univaR-

The Sacramento Bee, P.O. Box 15779, Sacra-

conslnlction, or techn ~ logy during the year for

marked no later than January 4 or to be dellv.

ties.. medical schools and research institutiom to

mento, CA. 95852 .

conduct scientific studies on various dise:aacs.

Collele, SI. OIar1...

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee &ard Mti., Wal·
nuL

Volleyball'" C"",,·Counuy Due

I

and only ours!l

---

which the awards are presented. The awards will

fred In person by that date. Items nOl mcludtd

be made on the buis of demonstrated interest and

with the Application-Part 2 may be mailed some-

including AIDS, tuberculosis, hay fever. biT""

ter, resume, three ref~rences and 20 to 40 slides or

ability to worle. in the field of concme constrUc-

what later but without undue delay.

•

Lyme disease, tropical diseases and sexuallJ

IlUforbtingSOUDdt

prints. Mail material, to:

tion.

Mark Morris, director of pboto,nphy.

January 24, 1994 - Deferred date for receipt

tranlmiued di5euc:s.

of transcripts that report courses and ,rades for the

Approximately 55 students will be seledld

The Sacn.mento Bee,

more credit hours each semester during the period

fall 1993 term. Deferred date for receipt of Refer-

forth<l994 progrom,scheduled fo.Feb.,..,.6

for which the award is made. The student must be

ence Report fonns from certain referees if the

to 10. They will attend a series of lecblJeIbJ

CJ't)S$~oUDtry

(Samples will be r<1llmed).

a senior d~rinl the year for which the award is

applicant has recently entered a new depal1ment.

NIH scientists and will tour the renowned NIB

GRAPHIC ARTISTS should send a cover

made (not neccs.sarily at the time of application).

Reference reports in this catego.ry will beaccep1c9

Oinical Center. one of the world's laraC$t~

' :00 pm Sigma Gamma Epsilon Mtg., 210

1ette1, resume, three telephone references and

Transcripts, recommendations, and an essay must

unllJ January 24.

hospitals. They will have face--to-f~ce disc:ussioaI

McNutt

photocopies of 10 to 20 work wnples. Mail ma-

be submitted u outlin~ on the application fonn.

terials to:

Application available in the Student Fmancial Aid

with scientists about current research initiativeS

'Ott Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foun-

and advances as well as career concerns. All pIf"

"00 pm MSM Spelunkers Club Mtg., 204

Cynthia Davia,

Office G· I Parker Hall.

dadon was established by Congress in 1975 as the

ticipants will be provided with expenses

McNutt

editorial art director,

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE

official federal memorial to honor the thirty-third

round-trip transportation to the Bethesda camp.

'The Sacnmento Bee,

RECIEVED IN DETROIT NO LATER THAN

President of the United States.

P.O. Box IS779 ,

JANUARY 29, 1994.

Sacramento CA 95852.
':00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Mtg., 103 EE

(Samples will be returned).

':30pm,AlAA Mtg., 104 ME

NA110NAL COLLEGE POETRY CONTEST

1994 DOE INTEGRATED MANUFACTUR·

•

III

The student must have a course load of 6 or

P.O. Box IS779, S.<tamento , CA.9SgS2

' :00 pm Blue Key Mtg., 216 ME

lid. OoIy",,,uJ<: N

PHOTOGRAPHERS should send a cove. let·

5:30 pm Intnmunl Mona,m Mtl.Volleyball '"
Due

~

' •.,;,rabmadlin.

ncouldne'l"trbc i

NlAID, a component of the N ational lnsti-

Next Wednesday

5:00 pm UMR Women's soccer, Lindenwood

ossip

r

ties in the scientific pool. Our goal is to increMC

S.) awards are av ailable through the ACI

Applicants must be working towa rd a coUege

I

to be ranked in the upperquarteroftheircllSl lid

1. By writing to the Fellowship Office,

five poems:
First Pl ace:

in the Human Dimension of Science," 104 ME

Maramec

Prospective . fellows~ip applicants may re-

6:30pm Student Council Open Forum - St.

Pat's, 104 ME

aDd

The students also will'have the opportunitylO

In 1993 up to 85 scholarsh ips will be

apply for summer positions in the {'JIAID Divisioa

awarded. A Truman Scholarship provides up to

oflntramural ~rch. These jobs provideoppor-

S30,OOOO, $3,000 for the senior year of under-

ING FELLOWSHIPS

graduate education and $27,000 for graduate

HOW TO APPL Y • IN BRIEF

studies .

see Aid, page 21

~ of ~

tor

lltsIy 1

""'<ti.

.. ,

ACROSS
I. Help

4. Confess
9. Depe ndent (abb r .)
12. Enemy
13. Ha rdwood tree
14. Low number
15. Arctic treeless area
17. Warrior with weapon
19. Ha rd enamel
21. Ke tt le
22. Dash
2~. Pig meat
26. Cries
29. lightweight ,""ood
31. Affirmalive
33 . Knock
34. Preposition
35. Mistake
37."Annoy
39. W ith ou t date (lib ra ry,
Latin)
40. Ai rport code in Ba hamas
42. Atlas
43. Implied
46. Interjection of dismay

55.
55.
58.
61.
62.

Giant
MO\'ie
Snuggle
America (abbr .)
Likeness

64.
65.
66.
67.

Snakelike fish
Friend
C law
Male sheep

_

~OWN

1. Toward (Naut.)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Promise to pay
or the teeth
Land measure
Demise
EaS lern sia te (abbr ,)
Per taining to (suffix)
8. Pitfall
9. Physician
10. Direction (abbr .)
II. Each
16. Compact
18. Numbers (abbr.)
20 . Ba le con tents

••

'.

~... ~

. ,.

...

'

~'_-:''''_:_._'._~_

- .-'

-'

.

..

,_, ___,"::.:_~~_~,,(... ~ ...: ..--:;-~

_

.

--

•

... -,c&.':,;'-

28 . Brief Quarrels
30. Appendage
32. Day of week (abbr,)
36. Rode nt
38 . Festivals
41. Vertebra l
·U. Tap gent ly
45. Midpo int
47. Ever (poetic)
49. Game
52. Erupt
54 . 13-year-old
55. Drinking vessel
56. Book of Bible (abbr.)
57. Docto r 's group (abb r.)
59. Mcadow
60. Tree
63. Capone

22. Black

48. Flap

23. Verandah (Hawaiian)
25 . Males
27. Fo undation

50. No t as much
51. Anger

see solutions, pagelS

yar of gradll1tt .or me6i

11crestctiintClJttrinbimel-

lnstiru,AU"IymlinI...
in B""""', Md,off" .

,iomedical Research Prot.1:I
I

kmi""yol",toIminoil)"

opportUllitiesinbiomediolt

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

."'IiIy .... ~ossip

un off"

from page 14

o~~mm~~m~~============================~~==========================~--~~--------------------------~-__----~~~--~----~------~~-------------------------NIH," stid\'
Brenda:
Dave,
Good luck the T . J. Women Swimmers!
Sandy:
to

bOIl 10 NIADt )cropM. S. W.. ~t P. A., pi'l"(ll! o\t the end ofa breaaline with just a penny...

Only a month until we're allowed to date...

!tiativcgrewoutoftheInb' "lIt
undtrrtpresenlltionof___________________________

Sorry about forgetting you in the Miner last week.
WiI! you forgive us?

Panhellenic-

Sarah, Nat, and Sheri

You have all done a great job! Keep up the good

O1era & Dawn '

Where do the mermAids stand?

work.

The Greek life display looks greaL Thanks .

Kevin and Barry,

l'I orilY scientists.-

WAY TO GO ITA - lst Place Homecoming.

You guys are so creative; you should be writers!

Rakiyah-Congratul ations on be ing crowned 1993

Nat, Sarah, Sheri

UMR. Homecoming Queen. You truly deserve it!

l'here: could never be bOWldaries in our Iinle

mponent oflht Nttiona1 ~ world. Only one rule: No one else can join!! It's

,'IH), focuses on inveslipbll

)UB

and only ours!!

P. S. Aattery will get you everywhere

Jen, Jill, and Karen-

Candy,

llmic,immUOO!ogkwic.'lc Your sweethelrt

1lu.nks for making our 20th ann iversary such a

d"e1op.",orb"",,,,,,1 --------------------------'t and Utal these: iltncssa I leta Pledges are totally coo!! I

success. We all had a blast and appreciate your

Mike,

You are an awesome big sis!

hard work and dedication.

Only a week and a half1

YLS

:h",'OIiinl

inNJA1DI

.'

po

U 5 uoiv~ Lambda Sig Rush Pan y October 15th. Call 368-

rtssa cnUSlStI •.

all your Zeta Sisters

"bond",,,,,;

.'

Dawn

willI<""" -----_.:....-_ _ _ _ _ ___
11 II ,md'"
i.rab
cduledro,J'''''*'
'
;rtm,5Cit
~I You're: the greatest roommate (even if you do
of
dlScr\cs
latta!
..oed ~ lave I problem with guys in your bed!)
dwiUtout

Sat

rld'.IarI...... - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - oeoflht"il'O ftce~ 'ason~teB:
"IIo"r• ,S your MacPaperWelght
. holdlOg
. up?
11
restardl inilia!!!. "1.0W

videdwilhell"'"
ti)cSdacs«f )eware: of those nasty "softball injuries"

~JUtiCCIOtbe Be tmi~

10

olIO
NJAlD()i<li - - - -_ _ _ _ _~---.,_.;olh'
p""'vid."" C'ns·T:
1[tb. 11I

estjobsFfO

;eeling better yet?

see Aid, page I ts Sl2sq ,b!A gSa

a";

those guys up ...
the best roommate and friend anyone

could have!

Ultimate frisbee, anyone?

T

ZLAM,

Mike,

YXR

I spent last night dreaming of your eyes ...

Nat and Sarah:

N

Patience, my greedy friends. As a wise 'man once

Pani:

said, the purest enjoyment of a donut comes only

Clti Omega
Thanks for chalking our sidewalk I You guys are

Barry,

after a long wait. Someday, perhaps, ),ou will

awesome!

Don't worry about the Magic Eighthal!. It will

finall y be ready and deserving.

ITA

!eam to like you.

Nat

Karlynn :

I haven't forgotten you; I just haven't had enough

Dyrk,

square root club?

Your9 S pals

To all the T. 1. Women Softball players:
Great job, guys! Hope you had as much fun as 1

Bridge and Nat

~J,.ubt1 ~ 10\ (li..'O.t~(, 00£ noiw:)j.ib~ ).I .t!lJ lOg

•.t:Uh Wl

important.

To the T. J. South LoWlge Bridge Club:
Haven' t you guys ever heard of homework?

<'1,lilWOJ..I'H

Thanks for being there forme. I'm ready for icecream on the 21st!

lIT

MAD DOG is backl

Thanks Oemp

I like my new Watch.

·0

UMR Panhellenic

You need to get out more. Homework. isn't that

didl

How do y' all call your loverboy?

a great job.

Cowell:

Jill·

Rebecca Great Job with the Panhellenic program. You did

How many interceptions are you up to now?

class time to write something w

Is that ankle healing?

ITA Chern E's

the

lack of your neck.

.;JIIo"Ih'OPPO

You

Oli Omega Chern E:s are cool! Are you in the

""""'''''''
"u .. """"""", AIr,-:J.m-p-:- - - - - - - - - - -

pro

Amy,

We beat youl (as we always will)
Bridgette and Nat

ALG ,

:d.

thtreDO

Jeffrey Paul,

Wine-oh! 110st my corkscrew!

.!:

aDd ~ lRanks for being so Understanding

..pica! diuU"

Hey Gorg:
Try dropping a bowling ball on the floor to shut

~I )822 for more: infonnation.

cSZUditioovariousLisISC ....
~ bJy frm, tifl cnc-

Mel:
Keep up the good wond

Good luck to the T. J. Women's Football tlam!

ZLAM,

''''

Tony:
I can't believe you actually listen to Dr. Dan.

itpooL OJrgotiis 1Omm- Eric-

a~

1lUlS Ii!l - V J~'l .. OTWili{

C

': .
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Wednesday, October 13, 1993

men

YEARBOOK REFUND
All students who do not want to receive a 93-94

yearbook, need to fill out a form to receive a refund.
All full-time undergraduate students are eligible for a
refund.
REFUND FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
ROLLAMO OFFICE IN 103 NORWOOD

RESEARCH
RFORMAHON
urgesl Ubr.IIY u1 Information in

* EXTRA INCOME '93 *

U.S.

/9.Z78 TOPICS· ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today w~ h Visa I Me or COO

Earn "$200 - $500 weekly mailing 1993
Travel brochures. For more information
send a self addressed stamped envelope
to : Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530, Miami, .
FL 33261

1& 800·351·0222

Or. ru s ~ $2 .00 10: Research InformaUon
11322 Idaho Ave . n 06·A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Board

froln page 1

manage and behave prop~rly ." Basically , Ogrosky and the administration
believe that since the SI. Pat's Board
"didn' t work before", it would make
little sense to reestablisr. the SI. Pat' s
Board as an independent o:ganization.
. 1n other words, regardless of how the
111 ajority ofUMR students believe, thc
way in which the SI. Pat' s Committee
and celebration are handled presently
will remain in effect for a long time.
There will be an open forum to discuss
this issue of SI. Pat' s on Wednesday.
October 20. in ME 104.

Thela Tau
thank all of the
tiJne 10 inlervie
are pleased 10 Ita
with thirteen n
Tau would like
following men
pledges of TheU
Bill Avise,!(aP
ScoIt Davidson,
[)ougDavison,
Man Foresman,
Brian Fortelka.
Brian Haggard.
PalKuhne. Phi I
Mark Mwphy.1
BarclayNothau!
Sean Peton. Tal
Sieve Renick. L
Steve Skikas. Si
Bill Wacker. Ta

Thela Tau would
the followi
being initiated
Theta Tau Ome)
Dan Blevins. Ph
Torn Carpenter.
JasonHudson. J
Mall Leap. DelL
John Lehmbeck
Greg Morrow. 1
Joel Rickman, S
Chris Scheiblho
la~

Our.

V

Just A
WITH PURCHASE OF
LARGE OR
EXTRA-LARGE PIZZA

solutions
from page 17

Life
thank all of those tough professors for
preparing me so well for the real
world . And then. ) will laugh. Madly.
Hysterically. Of course. that will be
okay. too. since I'll be locked in small
yet quaint padded room somewhere
out in the midd le of the woods and no
one but my fe llow Cnlc flunkies will
be able to hear me anyway. And

Hwy. 63 South
Rolla, MO
from page 5
somehow, ) will survive.
There. that' s my pep talk for the
week. I certainly hope it helps. Good
luck on mid-terms (and I do mean that
from the very bottom of my overstressed. emotionally-drained. hyperactive heart). and remember: I'm
good enough. I' m smart enough. and I
can take deri vatives .

341-8484

IMO'S
PIZZA-PASTA

Now featuring
fresh·baked cookies:
. Chocolate Chip
• Oatmeal
. Macadamia Nut
Not valid with

arw other OH9f ()( coupon.

Boalll1en'som
the needsof sn
• Student I
repaymen
Orleavesc

• Boatmen'
jUsta few
foryoll.l
open the ;
charge is,
• Boatlllen'
Can have a
seven da}~
machines
IVaI'Mart

ca

~13,IQ
l
:--..... ~

r--:::

!dnesdav. October 13. 1993

Theta Tau
Omega initia tes
and new
members
Theta Tau Omega

·94
rzd.

ng 1993
lrmation
envelope

, Miami,

Source

Theta Tau Omega would like to
thank all of the people who took the
time to interview this semester. We
are pleaSed to have a fme pledge class
with thirteen new members, Theta
Tau would like to congratulate the
following men for the acceptance as
pledges of Theta Tau Omega,
Bill Avise, Kappa Alpha
Scott Davidson, Sigma Pi
Doug Davison, Kappa Alpha
Matt Foresman, Kappa Sigma
Brian Fortelka, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Brian Haggard, Kappa Alpha
Pat Kuhne, Phi Kappa Theta
Mark Murphy, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Barclay Nothaus, Kappa Sigma
Sean Peters, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Steve Renick, Lambda Chi Alpha
Steve Skikas, Sigma Nu
Bill Wacker, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Tau would also like to congratulate the following .men for recently
being initiated as full members of
Theta Tau Omega:
Dan Blevins, Phi Kappa Theta
.Tom Carpenter, Kappa Sigma
Jason Hudson, Kappa Sigma
Matt Leap, Delta Tau Delta
John Lehmbeck Pi Kappa Alpha
Greg Morrow, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Joel Rickman, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Chris Scheiblhofer, Phi Kappa Theta

Missouri Miner
,~

•

~.4

•

. GREE
KS & CLUBS!
.... _. '

Groundbreaking for new intramural and rec center this Saturday

RAISE UP TO $100 0
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
for your fraternity
sorority or club
Plus $100 0 for yours elf
and a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.

News Service
SOURCE

Earn $ 500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelop es. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentr ee Drive, Suite 307
.
Dover, DE 19901

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOM E NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE 10
Internalio nallnc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

ROLLA, Mo. - The University of
Missouri-Rolla will break ground Saturday, Oct. 16, on its $4.1 million
Recreation and Intramural Center.
The center is designed to provide
additional campus facilities for intramural and other recreational fitness
activities, such as racquetball, aerobics and weight training, says UMR
Chancellor John T. Park. Students
currently use facilities in UMR's Gale
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building,
which also is used for intercollegiate
athletics .
"Last year, we had more than 60
intramural volleyball teams, and some
of the students were playing volleyball
at midnight because of our lack of facilities," Park says. "This center will

give us the facilities we need and help
us continue to attract quality students
to UMR."
Ground-breaking ceremonies for
the Recreation and Intramural Center
begin at 10:45 a.m. on Saturday, Oct.
16, which is Parents Day at UMR.
The event will take place near the construction site west of the GaieB ullman .
Multi-Purpose Building on 10th Street
and U.S. Highway 63 in Rolla.
Construction of the center is expee ted to be completed before the fall
1995 semester.
The cost for construct ion is
$4,141,200. Of that amount, $1.25
millions has been raised from student
fees and $1.59 million comes from
campus and private sources.
The facility will include an indoor
suspended track, four racquetball
courts, a squash court, three multipurpose courts, and aerobics and martial arts room and weight training
room, as well as an entrance lobby,
offices and locker rooms.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
I

Our Student Services

Will

He~ With

.

Just Abo ut Everything
OF

,1("

~ZA

,
x

~,

....

.

I South

MO

3484
3turing
dcookies:
ate Chip

meal
lJ1liaNut

Boatmen's offers a number of services to meet
the needs of students including:
• Studen t Loans - Om rates are attractive and
repayment doesn't begin w1til you finish
or leave school.
• Boatme n's Basic Checkin g Accoun t - If you write
just a few checks per month this is the account
for you. There is no minimum balance required to
open the account and the monthly service
charge is affordable.
• Boatme n's Automa tic Teller Machin es - You
can have access to your money 24 homs a day,
seven days a week at more than 100,000 teller
machines around the world and as close as the
Wal-Mart Super Center right here in Rolla.

...... ,"

Ca)l or visit Boatme n's today.

IJ \ BOATMEN'S "

364-12 21

~ BANK OF ROLLA
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Member ,Die
Equal Opportuni ty LA nder

MY DEGREE GOT ME TIlE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this
Army ROTC that won them over.
job. I'm sure my college degree and good . You can begin to
develop impressi ve
grades kept me in the running But in -~- leadersh ip skills
with an Army
the end it was the leadership and manROTC elective. Register now without
agement experience I got through
obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTESTCOWGE
COURSE you CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Room 306, Harris Hall or call
341-47 44

a

M issourj-Miner
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from page 16

tunitics to increase students' knowledge and

WHO'S WHO

5ununer intership at a daily newspaper or news

the commonwealth of the Mariana Islands , a

AMONG STUDENTS IN

service and two weeks of pre-intership training on

United States National. Nomination from resident

AMERICAN UNTYERSmES

a college campus. Last summer, 63 scho larships

aliens must include a letter of the nominee's inlt'nt

& COLLEGES

and inIl ,n ship wiMer worked fo r more than 50

to obtain U.S. citizenship.

\1:\-

derstanding of biomedical research, career p"ths

and the types of positions available at Nrn.
Applicants must have a 3.0 or better GPA and

be recommended by the deans and fa culty members of their schools. Selection is based on these
recommendations and the students' personal and
academic ach ievements.

newspapers and news services.
Applications avail able in Student Activities
Offi ce 113

Unve ~ i ty

Center-West .

Compl eted applications due back in office by

Fo r an application packet, contact NlAID at

,

Novemb er 8 , 1993_ Looks great on a resume.

9000 Rockville Pike, Building 3 1, Room 7a19.

_ The applicant must have a 3.30 muumwn
cumulative grade point avenae based on 4.0.

_ High school and seniors are no t eieaible.
1994 Awards : 1st Place : - SS,OOO; 2nd Place: -

Thi s year the

These fonns are availabl e in the Office of the

program will intensify its efforts to attract students

Vi ce Chancelor, · Acadmic Affairs, 204 Parke r

AppUeaUoo Deadli ne post marked not later

to wo rk with commWlity newspapers.

HaiL The deadline for students to tu m theirappli-

than Febru ar y 1, 1994.

Partici pating newspapers included the Cape
Code T imes, The Boston Globe, USA Toda y, The

S2,500; up to 25: - SI ,OOO.

cations into the Acadmic Affairs office is Novem-

ber 24, 1993.

Am erican Society

Washington Post, San Jose Mercury News , The

0(

Heatlna. Rerrl ge ra Ung

a nd Air-Conditioning Engineers, INC.

B,th:sd., Md. 20892 or ""II (301) 4964846.

Nationa l Science Found allon 1 994 NFS G r a du -

Colombus Dispatch , Detroit News, Detroit Free

SOCiety ror Ihe Adva nce menl or Malerl a l an d

ASHRAE offers two grant-in-aid prgrams :

Applications al so may be obtained from the col·

a le Resea r ch Fellowships.

Graduate Fellow-

Press, San Antonio Express-News, The Kansas

Process Engineering (SAMPLE) off'ers Under-

one for graduate students and one for students in

or ~pres en tatives

for NIH

Ships. Minority Graduate Fellowships including

City Star, Star-TribWle, The Ledger of Lakeland,

gr a dua te Scholars hip.

These awards are fo r

the final two yea ~ of Wldergraduatc: study. It is

programs such as Minority Access to Research

Wo men in Engineering and Computer and Infor-

F1a. and The Wall S treet Journal.

recognition of past and presen t college scholastic

awarded once each year fo r use in the follow ing

Careers or Minority Biomedical Research Sympo-

mation Science Awards.

Three-yea r graduate

Centers for Ed iting Excellence, where interns

and technical achievement and future potencial.

academic year.

sium. The completed application packet must be

fellowships in science, mathematics. and engi-

received their tnlining. opel'1!.ted last year at

Considel'1!.tion also is given to specific coun;es of

Applicants for either program should be in-

received at N1AID from the dean o r chairperson

neerin g.

Templ e University . Ph ilade lphia; V irgin ia Com-

study, academic awards and honors receiv ed,

yo lved in the heating, ventilation , airconditiorung

no later than Dec. 3, 1993. Applicants will be

Eleglblllty Requirements:

monwealth University, Richmond; Univers ity of

wortc: experience, campus, and community acti vi-

or refri genltion (HVAC7R) fi elds or in related

Missouri. Columbia; St. Bonaventure (N.Y.) Uni -

ties, and a written dissertation demostrating the

areas . These may include indoor air q uality, en-

versity. and San Jose State University.

student 's kno wledge in processinJZ and materi als

ergy conservation, human comfort or HV AC

technolo gy" relaned to the applicants fi eld of

System design , opention ormaintenace .

lege or univers ity dean

notified by letter about fin al selections of partici-

pants all" Dec. 17, 1993.

1. All applicants m ust be United States citizens or national s, or permanent res ident aliens of

Applications are available from journalism

the United States.
SEED is currenlly accepUne appUcaUoos

2. Those eligible to apply in fa ll 1993 are

for 1994-95 awards. Applications must be re-

schools and departments, campus placement of-

study.

college senion;, fin;t year graduate students . and

fices orby calling the Newspaper Fund 's toll-free

REQUIREMENTS:

ceived by 4:30 p. m., Monday, January 31,1994.

others who have completed a limited amount of

number, 1-800-00WFUND. Students may also

- Th is award is ~tri cted to those pursuing a

tified of the results of the competitive evaluation

FeUowship selection will be announced in Mid-

graduate study in science, mathennati cs, and engi.

write to the Fund at P.O. Box ~OO , Princeton , NJ.

BS in engineering in an institution accred ited by

by April 1, 1994. Funds will be available to the

April 1994.

n•• ring .

08543-0300 or <oil, 609-452-2820 .

EAC/ABET orCEAB .

grant recipients shortly after July 1.

The AHPfellowship offe~ an annual stipend

3. Specific to NSF Minority Graduate Fellow-

of $14,400, payment fortuition and fees for study
leading to a master's degree in applied health

Applications must be received by December
15,1993, to be considered. Applicants will be 00-

Each applicant must submit: a complete ap-

- The applicant must be a full·time student in

ships: Applicants must be members ofone of the

plication; a S()()..woro essay; a resume listing all

one of the accredited EAC or CEAB programs

Your faculty adv isor also will need to sub-

following ethnic minority groups:

American

colleges attended and jobs held; and a list of

listed for the attended institution with at least one

mit an application fonn containing some informa-

1.

tion. (lnfonnalion will be with the application

physics at a DOE-designated university program,

Indian, Black/African American, Hispanic , Na-

college coones and grades. In addition, each

semester of grad es in the program by February

and the opportUnity to gain bands-on, practical

tive Alaskan (Eskimo or Aleut), or Native Pacific

appli cant must complete the one-ho ur Controlled

1994.

experience in an applied health physics capacity at

islander (Polynesian or Micronesian).

EditinglWriting exercise supplied by the Newspa-

, OOE site during a three-month practicum.

4. Fields Support~d: Fellowships are awarded

per Fund to a professor who will act as a test

For application materials or additional dor-

for study and research leading to master's or doc-

monitor. The exercise must be taken and post-

mation on the policies, procedures, and guidelines

toral degrees in the mathematical, physical, bio-

marked by the Nov. IS deadline.

under which the program operates, please contact:

logical, engineering , and behavioal and social

List of 413 designated test monitors, their

The Applied Health Physics Fellowship Program,

sciences. including the history of sci~ces and the

colleaes and phone numben; have been distrib-

Science/Engineering Education Division, Oak

philosophy of sc ience, and tu research-based PhD

uted with the applications. Swdents may check

Ridge Institute for Science and Education, P. O.

degrees in science educatio n.

test dates and locations with these mon itors, their

Box 117, Oak Ridge. Tenn. 31831-0117, or call
(615) 576-9279.

Women in engineering and Computer and Infonnation Science: Aditional awards will be of-

placement office, journalism school or department or the News paper Fund.
The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund. a nonprofit

highly capable students interested in pursuing a

study in engineering and computer and informa-

organization supported by the Dow Jones Foun-

career in applied health pbysiC$. "The program is

tion science.

dation and other newspaper companies, encour-

Stipend and Allowances:

ages youna peopl~ to consider joumalism careers.

open

to U.

S> citizens and pennancnt resident

aliens who hold a B. S. degree in life or physical

S14,000 stipend, for a twelve-rnonth tenure,

Its programs include the High School Joumalism

l5Cienees, enaineerina, or mathematiC$ and who

and tuition waiver at U.s. institutions (or up to

Worbhops for Minority Students. It publishes

have not completed more than ooe teml of gradu-

$7.500 at a foreign institutions). A SI ,000 lnter-

1M JOiU'flQJist s Road to Succus: A.

ate Kbool at the time of application.

national Research Travel Allowance is also avail-

SchoUuship Guith and

able under conditions specified in the Program

You ..

Continuina feUowsh ip support past the

first 12 months iJ based upon participant per-

Announcement.

formanc:e in the initial year and review of a re-

Application Deadline.: November 5, 1993.

Nrwspap~l"S.

eQT~~r

and

Di",n-siry &:

For further details, refer to the Program

newa:tapplication.

BARRY M. GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP

lbe Scienee/En,ineerina Education Divi-

Announcement, which can be obtained from

sion, throueh wort. at all levels of education from

your Department Clair, Graduate Dean. Fmancial

The Foundation will award Wldersnduate

K-12 to postdoctoral, seeks to increue the na-

Aid Office, or from Oak Ridge Associated Uni-

scholanbip& to outstandinll swden1l. to be known

tion', supply of scientists and eneineen; to

ve~ities at the address ortelephone number given

as Bany M. Gold....ter Scholan. in the spring of

broaden the puticipation of minoritiC5, womm.,

below:

1994 for use durina the 1994-95 academic year.

and !he disabled in Kiene< and enlineerin, ca-

Fer Ia(~ ..... ApplIcation MalerlaI"

rem; to mbance &eac:her plq)aration and faculty

Write to:

to two aroupa of lWde:nts: Those who ""ill be

NSF o.u.... Research F.llowship PIocnm

coUele juniors in the 1994-95 academic ycar and

dcvdopm.... 10

am>Jlhen ooopeto1ion

within

1bc awards will be made on the buis of merit

!he acacIanic;COCIUIIIIIli1y anti fedeBllabo ..........

Oak. Rid,e uaociatcd UDivcnities

thote who wiD be c:.ollc,e scnWfI in the 1994-9.5

Tho 00It Ilidp IaoiIU1e for Scieace anti Edu_
(OIUSE) _ alablilhed by !he U. S. De-

p.o. Bo, 3010

acadcmi< year, ..... have 0UI&1a1Idin, potential

00It Ride., T _ 37&31-3010

. . - 01 e-a~ 10 undertatc mnaIionaI .....

TeIeph.... : (615)483-3344

anti inlaid 10 pu..... c:aftCft in maIhemaIi<I, !he
naunI .am- anti _
..,,;neerin, di&<i-

pli... 1haI <OIItriilut.e oi",if"lQIItly 10 todtnoIoai-

............. .......-iDac:ima...s...iaocrinc
.,.....,.,

PrinccIon. NJ. (Odober 1993) - Col .... jun-

......y ~ cavi-...I oysuma, and medical

iOfl,smiors 8%ld ,raduate ItUdents who would lib

edtIcaIion. IIainia& and
I<i-. OIUSE anti ia

~

pro,,..,.. .... operated,by

to spend the

5WTUl'leT

calac1....,...
To be c:oftIidered. a ItUdmt mUll be nomi-

of 1994 craftin& hndJines

nated by his or her collele or unive~ity usinl the
official nomination materials provided to each

the Oak

Rida' Asoo<iated Univ,nities

(ORAU)

and news storie, on a copy desk are invited to

lhrouah.

a manacement and operalinC contract

apply for die Dow Jooa Newspaper F_d',

institution ~

with the U. S. !lcpartmentofEncriy. Established

1994 Edilln. In ...... Pr""nm. Tbe .pp1lutlon

aae of at least a "S" (or the equivalent) and be in

in 1-946. ORAU is aconsortiwn of6S colleges and

deadlln, Is Nov. IS, 1993.

the upper fourth of hiI or her class .

Wliversities.

Must have a college grade-point aver-

The program offers a limited number of

Be a United States citizen. a resident alien , or

SI.OOO seholan;hips to selected students, a paid

in the cue of nominees from American Samoa or

Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall).

or her department head.

I

(Thurs) .OctoberJ 4

EIT Reviflw

SessIon

'{

Mechariibsof.M~t.~riaIC·E 1147 pm
.

feeed to encourage women to undertake gnlduate

The AHP fellowship is designed to support

which can be picked up at the Student FmanciaJ

- The applicant must be reconunenckd by his

.

.

::~~:z·:

:.:.:.,,' _

:.;.:.::;.:::~:

::~:.,

'-:::.:

"{:{::::

{Tue$)Q~Pbei19
EltHeviewSessicin
...
.........
.....
M~th$mati~ ·pg 11.:~ iprti'

.

·"

¥

' ./, ..

C

...
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CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summerlholidays/fulltime. World
travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.

N eed access to a computer

late at

n i g ht?~
. _ _~

.

",panY'
oate

I

in

Computing Services CLCs

IBM(
f!J

0

Majors : I

M
inimum GI
Remarks:

woRK LOcM
START woR!

Math-CS 104 & 108
have
Apo ll o wo rkstations, Macintoshes,
p es, & mainframe access
avail able.

oonpany : Leor
Date of 1

Majors :
Minimum C
Fall' 1993:

Remarks:

Sep tem be r 7 • Dece m be r 12

woRK LOCI
START WO,

Mo n · Fri
Saturd ay
Su n day

UNION BOARD

24 h o urs I day
Mid night - mid night
8: 00 am - 11:45 pm
8:00 am - mid nig ht

Ho liday we ekend s anp oth er tim es
Mo n _ Fri
6:00 am - 1 :45 am

Sa turday
Sund ay

••

and ot~er ~ulll~n~in~ ~ijl members!

week of October 17, 1993

ATI.\S WI R ;:~:NE
p\ O. Boy. :4 01

Houston, T:·: 7
Attn : Mr . Gre

l1ajors :
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Orad Dates.

Minimum G~:':

, . . , . - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- ...;..-- - - - - - - - - - - - - POsition

.;:.:;i]

POSition :'::-cat

SGO FOR IT

with

Oct 19
GOPHER will

burrow through all kinds of information to

help you find whatever you are looking for!

_

Oct 20

~3~:3~O~PM~~I~n~tro~t~o~.U~N~IX~-~O~S~Ba--Si~CS~(~S~~~t~--n~B)~M~C~S~'O~8----~~
Oct 21

~I~~~~____________O_c_t_2~2~
!LI___________________ ct_2~3~
O
__

computing Se r v ices

Pre -Recru: ~ - Dn
DE.WLINE ;:;:'S

Wednesday, October 13, 1993
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Co-Op

T

tShop Sales
1

FALL 1993 co-op INTERVIEW SCHE DULES
SCHEDULE AD DITIONS POSTED ON UMRINFO AND GOPHER
10/07/93

ompany:
IBM corpora tion
Method:
P~-Open
Date of Intervie w:
11/04
Majors: ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA:
2.000
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UP S :
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1993
WORK LOCATIONS: VARIOUS LOCATIONS
START WORK SPRING OR SUMMER 1994

c ompany:
Leonard s Metals
Method:
Date of Intervie w:
10/29
Majors: MECH
.
Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be at least Sophomo re standing .
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UP S:
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1993
WORK LOCATION:
ST. CHARLES, MO
START WORK SPRING 94

D

O~~n

Company :

Midland Brake Company

Method:

Date of Intervie w:

Majors : MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA:
2.950
Remar k s: Sign - ups posted:

Work location :

P~-Open

Friday, Oct. 1 5 , 1993

Kansas City, MO

STUDENTS MUST DEVELOP A COVER LETTER TO BE INCLUDED
WITH ~5 u~.
PLEASE BRING COVER LETTER TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
NO LATER THAF OCTOBER
18. MAKE COVER LETTER ATTENTION TO: MR. ROBERT
WOODS
INTERVIEW DATE HAS NOT BEEN SCHEDULED YET .

Company :
Union Pacifi c RR
Method:
PrtS-Open
Date of Intervie w:
11/ 04
Majors:
ELEC
Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be at leas t Sophomo re standing .
Remarks :
POSTED FOR SIGN-UP S: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1993
Work Location :
Omaha, Nebraska
start work spring or fall 1994
Informa tion meeting - n/2/93 - Meramec Room
6:30 - 7:30pl>
Commun ications area
Intervie w date change to:

Thurs . , Novembe r 4, 1993

Fu ll- Ti m e Em pl oy m en t
I

I\TLAS WIR =::"!NE
P. O . Box :407
Housto n , TX 7725 1 - 1 407

Attn:

Method, PRSCREEN
Date of Intervie w,

SOUTHWEST~?~

11 /0 9

BS-MS, ELEC, BS-MS, MECH, BS-CHEM. ENGR, BS-PETR
ENGR,
BS-PHYS ICS, BS-COMP SCI

;.._ _- .... ~~~~m~~t~~.:.. :
: . - _ - - - . Position ;'.":ailab le:
Position L~cat i o n:
Pre -R ecru::~en t
~EADLINE

?:~

BELL CORPORATION
Suite 224

Method , PRSCREEN

C.~:er,

Dati of Intervie w:

St. Louis, :-:0
63101
Attn:
Mr. ~ary Oliver

Mr. Greg Barolak

Majors:

One Bell

Meeting:

Le~e_ :

B M
CMPS ELEC EMAN MECH

Grad Date~
Minimum G?~:
2. 95
Position .:'::E.ilab le:

Jr. Field Enginee r
Nationw ide

Engr. (Manager - Installa tion Repair, Manage!"
Mainten ance Center, Manager - Network Mainte~E.
nce)
Compute r Science (Analyst , Program Analyst)
Position :::ation : Various

Novembe r 8 - 208 Norwood - 6 : 00

SUBMITTING RESUMES,

Degree

Majors,

11 / :2

October 19

DEADLINE

?:~

SUBMITTING RESUMES ,

October 21

:on to
\. B. CHANCE :~ :'1PANY
~lO North Al:-=:1
~entralia. :-::
65240
\ttn:
Mr. E~t Irish/Ji m Smith

...........'1<0.:.--.

)egree Leve:!.:

3

lajors,

:.1ECH ELEC

irad Dates :
linimum GPA:
'osition AV~:~5ble:
)osition Loc~::on:

Method, PRSCREEN
Date of Intervie w:

Majors:

Technic al Sales
1-2 years train~ng in Central ia,

•

~':3MITTING

SI:~AL

- KANSAS CITY

RESUMES,

MO then travel

Method, PRSCREEN
Date of Intervie w :

2000 East ~=:h Street
Kansas Ci:~' , MO
64141
Attn :
Mr. 3en Tate

MS-PhD,

Grad Date.

hroughou t t~. Contine ntal U.S.
lEAOLl:'E FO=.

ALLIED
II/OS
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Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever.
It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's. all part of The i Plan~"

•

TH E1;LAN-

Special student offer. To apply, come by
our booth on campus or callI 800 438-8627.

AT&.T
C!9I}jATl:T

